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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. The highest bidder shall be the Buyer. If any dispute arises, the Auctioneers
shall have absolute discretion to settle it and put up any disputed Lot again. The
Auctioneers reserve the right to refuse any bidding.
2. All lots are put up for sale subject to any agreed reserve price imposed by the
seller. The Auctioneers and Vendors reserve the right to bid for each Lot and to
alter the Lotting as may be considered necessary, and to withdraw any Lot or
Lots from the Sale.
3. The full purchase money for each Lot is to be paid at the fall of the hammer.
The declaration of the name of the buyer shall be deemed a full and sufficient
acceptance of the Lot, which shall then be and remain in every respect at the
absolute risk of the respective buyer or buyers thereof, and shall be removed
from the place of sale at the buyer’s expense, and taken with all faults and
errors of description, the Auctioneers not holding themselves responsible for the
correctness of the description, the genuineness or authenticity of, or any fault
or defect in any Lot. The Contract of Sale is to be deemed in all cases as made
exclusively with the Auctioneers, and the payment is to be made to them alone.
4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises on which the sale is held
until paid for, nor shall any person be allowed to retract his or her bidding,
but must give his or her name and residence on demand. No lot under any
circumstances to be removed during the hours of the sale but all Lots must be
removed within five working days of the sale. No relaxation whatever can be
made to this condition. Should any damage be occasioned by any buyer to any
property of any Vendor which is either reserved or unsold, the buyer shall make
good the same or pay a sum in damages which may be agreed between the
Auctioneers, as representing the vendor, and such buyer, or failing agreement as
to said damages, the amount shall be settled by the Auctioneers whose decision
shall be final.
5. Methods of Payment.
Cheques – All cheques must be made payable to Lindsay Burns and Company.
It is necessary to allow at least six working days for the cheque to clear before
collecting the lots (unless agreed with the auctioneers prior to sale). .
Cash - Lindsay Burns & Company accepts cash payments up to £5,000.00
Bank transfer - All bank transfers must state the relevant paddle number (found
on the top right of your invoice, if you are unsure of this number please contact
the office) If transferring from a foreign currency, the total Lindsay Burns &
Company receive must be the amount due in pounds sterling after a currency
conversion. All transfers must include anticipated bank charges. Our bank
details are available on request. We do not accept cash deposits into our account.
Credit card and debit card payments -There are no charges for using debit
or credit cards. Lindsay Burns & Company does not accept card payments over
the telephone or internet, only in person on the premises (unless agreed with the
auctioneers prior to sale). (+24%BP*)
6. It is hereby expressly stipulated that all sales be cash transactions at the fall of
the hammer. Notwithstanding this a bill statement may be delivered to the buyer
at the end of the sale, for the convenience of such buyer, no stamped receipt
shall be required by such a buyer. Except at his or her own expense.
7. If any buyer shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of them, the
Auctioneers shall be at liberty to recover in full the amount outstanding for the
Lot or Lots bought by such buyer, together with a 5% administrative charge, and
all costs, charges and expenses incurred; or to re-sell any Lot or Lots bought by
such buyer, either by public or private sale, and the full amount of the purchase
money at the present sale, or the deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale
together with all interest, cost, charges and expenses, shall be made good by the
defaulter.

Hammer price 		
From €0-€50,000 		
From €50,000.01 to €200,000
From €200,000.01 to €350,000
From €350,000.01 to 500,000
Exceeding €500,000		

Percentage.
4%.
3% .
1%.
0.5%.
0.25

12. Registering To Bid.
To register as a private individual we will require full contact details along with
government issued photo identification (passport, driving licence) and a proof
or address (utility bill, council tax bill, bank statement) To register as a corporate
client we will require a copy of the certificate of incorporation or equivalent
documentation and proof of identification of directors and owners. If you are
a partnership, trust or other legal structure please contact us to discuss the
registration requirements.
Buyer’s premium is charged at 20% plus VAT at the prevailing rate on the
hammer price of all lots sold.
13. Lindsay Burns & Company offers an online bidding service via thesaleroom.com. This service is provided for bidders who cannot attend the sale.
Online auctions allow you to listen, bid and watch the sale in real time. To view
the catalogue and register for the sale please go to www.the-saleroom.com/
lindsayburns . Please note that successful bids made via the-saleroom.com live
auction service will be subject to an additional 4.95% charge plus VAT at the
prevailing rate over and above Lindsay Burns & Company’s buyer’s premium.
14. Lindsay Burns & Company prepare Condition Reports and state the
physical condition of the lots offered for sale. Lindsay Burns & Company do
this free of charge and on behalf of our vendors. Should any potential buyer
request a Condition report then Lindsay Burns & Company will provide this.
Lindsay Burns & Company are not entering into a contract with the potential
buyer. Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of the Sale Catalogue
and such Condition Reports, they and all descriptions given are prepared by us
to the best of our knowledge and any dates and descriptions relating to lots are
the Opinion of Lindsay Burns and Company. They do not assume responsibility
for them in any way. All lots are available for inspection to potential buyers
during the viewing period prior to the Auction.
15. Definitions.
Auctioneer the representative of Lindsay Burns & Company conducting the
sale. .
Buyer the person to whom a lot is knocked down to by the Auctioneer and will
include any bidder or potential buyer.
Buyer’s Premium is the sum calculated on the Hammer Price currently
20% +VAT. .
Condition Report is a report on the physical condition of a lot prepared by
Lindsay Burns & Company for potential buyers (see 15).
Hammer Price is the price for which the lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer
on the day of sale (not subject to Buyers Premium or VAT).
Lindsay Burns & Company The Auctioneers as referred to as Lindsay Burns
& Company.
Lot any item consigned to Lindsay Burns & Company with a view to being
sold at auction.
Sale the auction sale at for which a lot is to be offered for sale by Lindsay Burns
& Company.
VAT Value Added Tax at the prevailing rate at the day of sale.
Vendor the seller of lots consigned to Lindsay Burns & Company.

9. All Lots marked with the prefix * indicates VAT is payable in addition to the
Selling Price.

Customer Due Diligence .
Art Market Participants are obliged to undertake measures to ensure that
transactions are not part of money laundering. The threshold for these checks
is 10,000 EUROS or the equivalent in British pounds. We will be required to
undertake the necessary identification checks prior to the conclusion of any
transaction exceeding this threshold. Please refer to our Anti-Money Laundering
Policy or contact the office for further information.

10. All Lots prefixed with @ indicates that VAT is included in the Selling Price.

Published by Lindsay Burns & Company 28th June 2021

11. All lots prefixed with AR indicate that they are subject to Artists Resale
Right. This will only apply to items selling for a hammer price of €1000 or
greater, converted into the currency of the sale using the European Central Bank
reference rate prevailing on the date of sale. The additional premium will be
payable to Lindsay Burns & Company

Lindsay Burns & Company is the trading name of N Burns & C Burns
Ltd., a limited company registered in Scotland.
Registration number SC412672. Registered office is at 6 King Street, Perth,
PH2 8JA VAT Reg. 177947251

8. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneers shall be responsible for any loss,
damages or injury occasioned to or sustained by any person on the premises,
before, during or after the sale howsoever the same may arise.

by the buyer to cover our expenses relating to the payment of royalties under
the Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006 and The Artists Resale Right
(Amendment) Regulations 2011. The Royalty is calculated as a percentage of
the Hammer Price and is set out on a sliding scale from 4% to 0.25%, see table
below. The maximum Royalty is capped at €12,500 which applies to works sold
for €2 million or more.
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TUESDAY 26TH APRIL
LONGCASE CLOCKS

Lot 1

Lot 2

1. An early 19th century Scottish ebonised oak
longcase clock, by Thomas Duffus, Luncarty, the
hood with broken pediment and pierced caddy top
supported by two plain Ionic brass mounted columns,
the hood door with relief carved scrolling foliate
border and two glazed pointed arch windows to the
sides, the trunk with a breakarch door carved with
a scrolling floral scene on a plinth base with similar
carving and bracket feet, the 12 inch breakarch
brass dial with silvered chapter ring, black Roman
numerals and Arabic five minute markers, the centre
with subsidiary second dial and date aperture below,
the arch with silvered roundel signed ‘Tho Duffus,
Luncarty’, the weight driven movement with anchor
escapement striking on a bell, with two weights,
pendulum, key and winder, 217cm high x 55cm
wide x 28cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

2. An early 19th century Scottish mahogany
longcase clock by John Russell, Falkirk, the arched
hood topped with a single brass ball finial, round brass
hinged glazed door and two oval fret panels to each
side, the trunk with an arched door over a plain plinth
base on bracket feet, the 13 inch round white enamel
dial with black Roman numerals and Arabic five
minute markers to the chapter ring, subsidiary second
dial and date dial below, signed ‘J. Russell Falkirk,
Watch & Clock Maker To HRH the Prince Regent’,
the weight driven brass movement with anchor
escapement striking the full hour on a bell, with two
weights, pendulum, winder, trunk door key and hood
door key, 234cm high x 49cm wide x 25cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 3
3. A 19th century Scottish mahogany and
ebony lined longcase clock, W. Scott, Dundee, the
circular enamel dial with Roman numerals, subsidiary
seconds and date dials, the twin train four pillar
movement striking on a bell, within a dome top hood,
the rectangular trunk door flanked by reeded quarter
columns with brass collars, on a rectangular base
raised on bracket feet, pendulum, weights and winding
key present, overall 201cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 4
4. A 19th century Scottish mahogany, ebony
and boxwood lined longcase clock, JS. Houston,
Johnston, the enamel dial with Roman numerals,
subsidiary seconds dial and date dial, the twin train
four pillar movement striking on a bell, the spandrels
decorated with figures emblematic of the seasons,
the arch decorated with hunting scene, within plain
hood set with three urn-shaped finials, the trunk with
rectangular door above a rectangular base raised on
bracket feet, pendulum, weights and winding key
present, 233cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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FURNITURE

Lot 8

Lot 5
5. A rare Scottish Victorian elm, burr elm and
mahogany centre table, the oval shaped top inlaid
with a single piece of burr elm veneer above a fluted
rim, raised on a square topped base held by three
brass pins, the top inlaid with brass plaque engraved
with registered trade mark diamond, on four down
swept scrolling supports uniting in a quadripartite
base formed of four scrolling legs with fruit relief
detail, the acanthus feet with carved shield caps on
brass castors, the underside of the table top with
paper label ‘Made by P. Ihrie, Upholsterer, 76 George
Street, Perth, This table was made from one cut of
an excrescent of an Elm tree, grown in Scone Park,
blown down in the great hurricane, 6th February 1856,
and is unequalled in this Country’, 73cm high, the top
145cm long x 105cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

8. An early 19th century rosewood sofa, with
a low upholstered back and outswept arms with
acanthus carved facings, above a long squab and
bolster cushions, the seat rail carved with two scroll
terminals, raised on turned and gadrooned legs
with brass castors, covered in a floral woven coral
upholstery, 79cm high x 202cm wide x 72cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

6. A George III mahogany folding card table,
probably Irish, the top of rectangular inverted
breakfront form with canted corners and a carved
rosette border, opening to an olive felt/baize lined
interior with four square ‘guinea wells’, the body of
plain inverted breakfront form on four finely carved
cabriole legs with acanthus scrolls and shell carved
knees terminating in ball and claw feet with concealed
brass castors, 73cm high x 81cm wide x 41cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
7. An 18th century Dutch marquetry inlaid
small wall cabinet, of square form with two internal
shelves recesses enclosed by single glazed cupboard
door with floral marquetry border, 53cm high x 60cm
wide x 19cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 9
9. A 19th century walnut and burr walnut
veneer inlaid pier cabinet with gilt bronze mounts,
the inverted breakfront top with moulded edge over
an ormolu egg and dart border with boxwood strung
mahogany banded panels to the body, a single glazed
door with two beige velvet lined internal shelves, the
sides mounted with ormolu scroll details, on a plinth
base with moulding and similar panelling, 105cm
high x 82cm wide x 36cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
5
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10. A French 20th century nest of three gilt metal
mounted kingwood occasional tables, the serpentine
square tops with parquetry panel with a boxwood
strung crossbanded border, above a feather banded
shallow frieze on four cabriole legs with full mounts
terminating in bracket feet, 59cm high x 51.5cm
wide x 42cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
11. A 20th century French kingwood, rosewood
and parquetry card table, the top with four folding
leaves with diamond parquetry in a border of
rosewood with scrolling boxwood edging, the body
with a single frieze drawer mounted with an acanthus
escutcheon, on four cabriole legs with gilt metal
half mounts, the four top leaves opening to a green
felt playing surface bordered in satinwood, 77cm
high x 60cm square. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

13. A late 19th / early 20th century French
marquetry satinwood occasional table, the pierced
gilt metal galleried oval top with a gilt tooled red
leather skiver, the body with a single frieze drawer
with gilt metal beaded borders inlaid with parquetry
diamond design panels in banded borders, on four
straight reeded supports united by an oval lower
tier with similar marquetry panel and four gilt metal
floral cartouches, on short cabriole legs with gilt
metal mounted acanthus paw feet, 72cm high x 44cm
wide x 34cm deep. £600-900 (+24%BP*)
14. A George III mahogany bottle holder, the
body with four divisions with carry handle and
serpentine sides, on four chamfered square legs,
47cm high x 33cm square. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
15. An early 20th century small Chinese carved
darkwood stand, the lobed round top inset with red
veined grey marble, over a beaded gadrooned rim
supported by four legs in the form of carved dragons
united by a lower pierced tray, 22cm high x 30cm in
diameter. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 12

Lot 16

12. A Regency mahogany waterfall bookcase,
with ebony string inlay, fitted three graduated shelves
above a pair of panel doors, on turned tapering legs
with brass castors, 158cm high x 108cm wide x 38cm
deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

16. A 19th century mahogany teapoy, of moulded
sarcophagus form with a flat top and gadrooned
oval top finial handle and gadrooned base rim, the
fitted interior with five compartments and a cut glass
mixing bowl recess, on a single square support with
quadripartite base and four scroll bracket feet, 82cm
high x 46cm wide x 33cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 17

Lot 19

17. A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany
cellarette, of sarcophagus form, the domed hinged
top with an oval gadrooned finial enclosing an
interior with divisions, the tapering case on a plinth
base, with a key, 57cm high x 58cm wide x 46cm
deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

20. An early 20th century painted satinwood nest
of three occasional tables, each oval top of plain
form painted with a central scene of children with a
painted floral swag border, the outer edge with ebony
stringing and moulded edge, all on two pairs on turned
columns with trestle supports united by a flat single back
stretcher, the top of the supports also painted with swags
and roundels, 64cm high x 56cm wide x 35cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

18. A late 19th / early 20th century chesterfield
sofa, the back, arms and seat with buttoned
upholstery in a textured woven beige fabric,
with short tapering mahogany legs with brass
casters, 71cm high x 194cm wide x 92cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
19. A near pair of late 19th / early 20th
century French marquetry inlaid satinwood
and rosewood bedside cabinets, the pierced
galleried oval tops with a floral scene and a rococo
style scene of lovers respectively, the bodies with
three short drawers inlaid with floral sprays and
sides with floral panels in crossbanded borders,
on four short cabriole legs united by pierced
brass galleried kidney tray stretcher, the gilt
metal mounted feet with acanthus cartouches,
each 79cm high x 49.5cm wide x 35cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

21. A late 19th / early 20th century Chinese carved
darkwood jardiniere stand, the lobed hexagonal top
inset with white veined purple marble and a relief carved
floral border, the apron with two tiers of pierced scrolling
floral panels, the six legs with dragon masks and relief
floral carving running down to a hexagonal tray stretcher
with a gadrooned rim and pierced frieze below, on
six curving short legs, 81cm high x 39cm in diameter.
£600-900 (+24%BP*)
22. An early 20th century mahogany kneehole
desk, in the early 18th century style, the moulded
rectangular top above a frieze drawer and two banks of
three short drawers flanking a kneehole cupboard, on
bracket feet, 76cm high x 66cm wide x 45.5cm deep.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
23. A 19th century
mahogany silver table, of
plain rectangular form on
four square legs united by an
x-stretcher, the top corners
with small fret detail, 76cm
high x 121cm wide x 75cm
deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 18
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24. A Victorian walnut and burr walnut centre table, the burr walnut
serpentine oval top raised on a square topped base on four down swept
scrolling supports uniting by a turned finial then four scrolling legs with
carved relief detail, the scroll feet with white ceramic castors, 72cm
high x 151cm wide x 112cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
25. A pair of 19th century mahogany, satinwood and marquetry
folding card tables, of rectangular serpentine form, the tops with boxwood
stringing and mahogany crossbanding enclosing marquetry scenes of tulips
and daffodils, the scenes mirroring each other, opening to emerald green
felt/baize lined interiors, the body with front and side panels of similar
design, the tapering square legs also with stringing and crossbanding,
terminating in ebonised feet, each 73cm high x 89cm wide x 44cm deep.
Provenance: By repute, previously in the collection of Crown Point Estate,
Norwich, Norfolk. Owned by the Colman family, famed purveyors of
mustard. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 25
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Lot 26

26. An early 19th century
rosewood and giltwood
breakfront bookcase, the
plain top above a central
double doored cupboard with
two scrolling supports with
giltwood acanthus capitals,
flanked by two single cupboards,
all with brass grill panels
with concentric circle design,
on a platform base, 86cm
high x 142cm wide x 41cm
deep. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
27. A 19th century mahogany
and burr walnut veneer inlaid
pier cabinet with ormolu
mounts, the canted corner
top of plain form over ormolu
egg and dart moulding and a
marquetry frieze of a satyr mask
flanked with floral scrolls, a
single door below with an inlaid
panel depicting a floral bouquet
bordered by ormolu acanthus
mouldings and two escutcheons,
the interior with two internal
shelves, the canted corners
mounted with ormolu masks,
the plinth base with gadrooned
ormolu moulding, 111cm
high x 87.5cm wide x 39cm
deep. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 32

28. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
ebonised carved wooden blackamoor figures,
probably Italian, the tops of lobed square form
with gadrooned rims, supported by putti figures
on scrolling stems with three carved scrolling
legs, 114cm high x 44cm wide x 41cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
29. A late 19th / early 20th century Chinese
carved darkwood tall jardiniere stand, the round
white veined purple marble inset top with gadrooned
rim, the apron with pierced scrolling floral design,
the long downswept legs with gadrooned edging
united by upper and lower x-stretchers on four
ball and claw feet, 91cm high x 36cm in diameter.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
30. A late 19th / early 20th century French
commode, of small proportions, a serpentine breche
violette marble top, the kingwood veneered body
with three short quarterbanded drawers with boxwood
stringing, the sides with inlaid quatrefoil design, gilt
metal mounts and escutcheons, 82cm high x 52cm
wide x 33cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

31. A late 19th / early 20th century rosewood
ladies writing desk / bureau plat, the top of
serpentine rectangular form with black gilt tolled
black leather skiver with crossbanded rosewood
border and gilt metal mounted edge, the body with
a single frieze drawer with crossbanded panels,
the cabriole legs with metal mounts and acanthus
scroll feet, on an oak carcass, 76cm high x 82cm
wide x 53cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
32. A 19th century mahogany and brass inlaid
library table, the rectangular top inlaid with brass
stringing and corner scrolled design with fleur-de-lis,
above two frieze drawers with panels inlaid with brass
fleur-de-lis and rosettes, on trestle end supports joined
by a turned stretcher and raised on brass paw feet with
castors, 72cm high x 130cm wide x 83.5cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 35
35. A 20th century George III style mahogany
partners desk, the shaped rectangular top with
three gilt tooled leather inserts above three frieze
drawers on each side, resting on twin pedestals each
fitted with two graduated drawers to one side and
a cupboard door to the other, with blind fret work
details, raised on foliate carved bracket feet, 153cm
wide x 75.5cm x 92.5cm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
36. A pair of Victorian mahogany horseshoe back
armchairs, the curved top rails above pierced and
scroll splats, the upholstered seats raised on tapered
cylindrical supports with brass cup and casters to
the front legs, and white ceramics casters to the rear,
85cm high. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 33
33. A 19th century mahogany, marquetry and
gilt metal mounted vitrine, the rectangular caddy
top with pierced gilt metal gallery above a glazed
cupboard door opening to a velvet lined fitted
interior with two shelves, raised on four cabriole
supports, with ribbon tied, flower and foliate inlaid
details, 157.5cm high x 69cm wide x 45cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
34. A pair of 19th century mahogany and
boxwood lined demi-lune console tables, the shaped
tops above a plain frieze raised on four tapered square
supports with line inlaid detail, 107cm wide x 76cm
high x 52cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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37. An early 20th century Middle Eastern brass
inlaid saddle / camel stool, formed of two arched
sides with ball finials and brass panels on two straight
supports with a brown leather seat, the four tapering
out-turned legs also inlaid with brass panels, 72cm
high x 73cm wide x 47cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
38. A late 18th / early 19th century Chippendale
style mahogany washstand, the top of square form
with three moulded bowl recesses, a second tier below
with a single drawer with brass handle and stretcher
below that centred with a moulded circular tray, on
chamfered square supports, 82cm high x 27.5cm
wide x 30cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
39. A late 19th / early 20th century Chinese
carved darkwood altar / rectangular table, the
rectangular top inlaid with white veined purple
marble, over a carved and pierced apron with scrolling
floral and fruit design, raised on four carved shaped
square legs with mythological beast masks united by a
lower tier with similarly carved apron, all terminating
in ball and claw feet, 80cm high x 86cm wide x 42cm
deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 41
40. An Empire style mahogany and giltwood
table, 20th century, the round top of plain form with a
dentil frieze below, supported by four giltwood sphinx
bust capitals on tapering round legs united by an
X-stretcher with centre rose roundel, on four giltwood
ball and paw feet, 73cm high x 91cm in diameter.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
41. A late 19th / early 20th century Black
Forest carved spruce/ pine bench, the seat carved
in naturalistic form of a pine plank, supported by
two finely carved bears with mouths open and teeth
bared, 57cm high x 102cm wide x 23cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
42. An early 20th century satinwood and ebony
strung vitrine cabinet, in the manner of Maple & Co,
the top with broken swan neck pediment inlaid with
scrolling bow design above two glazed doors with an
interior of two fitted shelves with sage green velvet
lining, on a base with two short drawers, on four
tapering square legs united by a lower tier with pierced
brass gallery, on brass ball feet, 218cm high x 90cm
wide x 41cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 42
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Lot 47
Lot 43
43. A 19th century rosewood and mahogany tilt
top breakfast table, the round top with gadrooned top
rim supported on a square base with single acanthus
carved support raised on a tripartite base with
gadrooned detailing and acanthus carved scroll feet,
75cm high x 124cm in diameter. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

47. A 19th century Padouk snap top supper
table, the hinged circular top resting on a tapered
octagonal column with foliate carved collar, raised on
four foliate and acorn carved supports with scroll feet
resting on brass casters, 126cm diameter x 75cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

44. Two 19th century occasional tables, one
rosewood with top of rounded rectangular form on
a turned single support with three downswept feet,
the other with a round walnut top (possibly later)
on a turned single support with a tripartite base
with three turned feet, 71cm high x 50.5cm wide
and 84cm high x 47cm in diameter respectively.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
45. A 19th century rosewood occasional table,
the top of rounded rectangular form on a turned
single support with fluted column and gadrooned
lower section, above a quatrepartie base with four
bun feet, 71cm high x 43.5cm wide x 38.5cm deep.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
46. A 19th century walnut canterbury, the
four turned supports with toupee finials and two
dividers, with a single frieze drawer with two
turned knobs below, on four turned legs with brass
and brown ceramic casters, 55cm high x 50.5cm
wide x 36.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 48
48. A late 19th / early 20th century French
rosewood, kingwood and marquetry bombe fronted
commode, in the Louis XV style, the serpentine
yellow variegated marble top over two drawers with
quarterbanded kingwood and floral marquetry panels
strung with boxwood and a crossbanded rosewood
border, cast scrolling handles, the side also with
scrolling mounts, on short cabriole legs with scrolling
acanthus feet, on an oak carcass, 84cm high x 112cm
wide x 54cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 52
49. A 19th century brass bound mahogany
cellarette, of octagonal form on a stand with four
tapering square legs with reeded detail and scroll
frets, on four square mounted brass feet with
casters, 65cm high x 44cm wide x 44cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
50. A late 18th / early 19th century American
mahogany lowboy, the chamfered rectangular top
with one long drawer above an arrangement of
five short drawers, on four short cabriole scrolling
acanthus legs with trifid feet, 74cm high x 81cm
wide x 51cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
51. A Regency rosewood and parcel-gilt
marble topped pier cabinet, of small proportions,
the rectangular white marble top above a pair
of rectangular doors with gilt metal beading
lined in pleated green silk, flanked by tapered
reeded pillars, on a plinth base with gilt moulded
edge, 85cm high x 80cm wide x 28.5cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

52. A late 19th / early 20th century French red
tortoiseshell, cut brass and gilt metal Boulle style
bonheur de jour, the arched top with urn finials
above two Boulle panel doors enclosing a single shelf
and two short drawers, on a base with a top Boulle
panel with single long frieze drawer below with a
concealed velvet lined slide, all on four cabriole
legs with full mounts of beading and cartouche
details, 141cm high x 80cm wide x 54cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
53. A 19th century rosewood canterbury, the four
turned supports with toupee finials, the four dividers
with convex curving top rails and a centre carry
handle, with a single frieze drawer with two turned
knobs below, on four turned straight legs with brass
casters, 51.5cm high x 50.5cm wide x 36.5cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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54. A mid-century Danish mahogany and
teak cocktail cabinet / highboard, circa 1965-75,
designed by Ole Wanscher (Danish 1903-1985),
manufactured by Poul Jeppesen, of rectangular form
with double doors opening to two compartments
each with two shelves, the right also with a single
drawer below the top shelf, each door with a lock
with brass escutcheon, one key, on four tapering
rounded rectangular legs united by front and side
stretchers, the back of the base with black metal
‘Danish Furniture makers Control’ label and a green
metal label for Poul Jeppesen ‘PJ, Made in Denmark,
Design Ole Wanscher’, also incised with stamped
‘9’, with original paper purchase receipt card dated
1973, 140cm high x 120cm wide x 40cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
55. A mid-century Danish teak and black leather
‘Bwana’ Model No. 152 easy chair and matching
stool, circa 1965/1975, designed in 1962 by Finn
Juhl (Danish 1912-1989), produced by France &
Son, Denmark, the teak frame with elongated back
rail with black leather back and over hanging arms,
the front supports with stylised round finials, metal
sprung seat, the base united by a stretcher, the
stool of similar design, both base undersides with
metal label for France & Son, the chair stamped
‘6410273’ and the stool stamped ‘6410185’, each
also stamped with gilt Finn Juhl mark of interlocking
initials, the chair 91cm high x 86cm wide x 80cm
deep, the footstool 40cm high x 63cm wide x 44cm
deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 54

56. A 19th century oak partners desk, the
rectangular top with gilt tooled leather inset above
three frieze drawers on each side, resting on twin
pedestals each fitted with six drawers to each
side, 138.5cm wide x 76cm high x 121cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 55

Lot 57
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57. An unusual large
early 20th century
Scottish walnut sideboard
by Whytock & Reid, the
rectangular top with burr
walnut panels and short
gallery to the back, over
four short drawers each
with a pair of brass pull
handles and the interior
stamped ‘Whytock & Reid,
Edinburgh’, the base in
the 18th century Spanish
style with two scrolling
open trestle ends supported
by scrolling struts, 97cm
high x 212cm wide x 83cm
deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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58. An 19th century satinwood quartetto nest of
occasional tables, each rectangular top of plain form
with raised edge, on two pairs on turned columns
with trestle supports united by a concave single back
stretcher, on turned tapering feet, 71cm high x 51cm
wide x 30cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
59. A William IV rosewood card table, the top of
rounded rectangular form above an apron with carved
acanthus ends, on column support with quadripartite
base and gadrooned feet with concealed brass
castors, 77.5cm high x 86cm wide x 43.5cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
60. A 20th century Chinese nest of three carved
darkwood occasional tables, the panelled square
tops with aprons with pierced scrolling with geometric
design central panel, the square legs united by
stretchers, on four scroll end feet, 67cm high x 42cm
square. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

62. A 20th century French gilt metal mounted
rosewood, satinwood and marquetry two tier
etagere occasional table, both tiers quarterbanded
in satinwood with central floral marquetry panel with
ebony stringing and rosewood crossbanded border,
both tiers with mahogany cabriole supports with
full mounts, the lower tier with two handles, 82cm
high x 91cm wide x 56cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
63. A Victorian rosewood davenport, the sloping
red leather inset top with low relief column supports
to the front, a slide and four drawers below mirrored
with four dummy drawers, a small pen drawer to
the upper section, turned handles and feet, 87cm
high x 56cm wide x 52cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 64

Lot 61
61. An early 20th century mahogany whatnot
/ dumbwaiter, of round form with three graduated
tiers with turned supports, on three short square
cabriole legs, 117cm high x 56cm in diameter.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

64. A late 19th / early 20th century French gilt
metal mounted rosewood occasional table, the
serpentine rectangular yellow variegated marble top
over four acanthus scroll mounted featherbanded
panels, on four cabriole legs with full mounts
on acanthus cartouche feet, 78cm high x 51cm
wide x 38cm deep. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
65. An early 20th century Chinese carved
darkwood revolving armchair, the back rail richly
carved in relief with two dragons around clouds, the
back splat with a pierced panel of a flying dragon,
the arms in the form of dragons, the revolving
round panelled seat above a pierced foliate frieze
supported by four legs united by an x-stretcher, 85cm
high x 55cm diameter. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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66. A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany
buffet / side table, the back with low gallery
on a plain rectangular top, two frieze drawers
below, on four tapering facetted legs with turned
feet, 100cm high x 123cm wide x 52cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
67. A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany,
satinwood and marquetry Sheraton revival
demi lune side table, the mahogany top with
ebony and boxwood stringing and crossbanded
satinwood border, the body and legs with boxwood
stringing, the tops of the legs inlaid with marquetry
oval shell roundels, on four square tapered
legs, 69cm high x 87cm wide x 45cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
68. A 19th century Northern French
provincial oak dresser, probably Brittany, the top
plank top above a relief carved frieze of diamond
sand rosettes with three single panelled door
below linked by two borders of hearts, diamonds
and rosettes, with a pierced apron and bracket
feet, 90cm high x 198cm wide x 41cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
69. A set of twelve 20th century mahogany
dining chairs, the arched back rails with a lyre
splat on square straight legs united by H-stretchers,
the seats with modern tartan upholstery in tones of
beige and olive green, each 94cm high, the carvers
56cm wide x 50cm deep. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
70. A 19th century oak drop leaf dining table,
the two demi lune leaves supported on a base
with six barley twist legs, two hinged, all united
by a centre square stretcher with downswept
feet, 72cm high x 106cm wide x 37cm deep
(117cm deep open). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

71. An early 20th century armchair, the high
curving button upholstered back with short arms on
four short tapering square mahogany legs with brass
casters, upholstered in pink woven floral fabric, 107cm
high x 82cm wide x 60cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
72. An unusual 19th century walnut and marquetry
mirror backed side / hall cabinet, the mirrored back
with high pierced scrolling top mounts, the square
bevelled plate framed with marquetry frieze of Classical
figures including soldiers and sphinxes, flanked by a pair
of raised shelves with pierced supports and marquetry
backs with figures of Classical maidens, the cabinet with
rectangular top with moulded edge, over three short
drawers with scrolling foliate panels, on two trestle
supports inlaid with female dancer figures and foliate
borders with two pairs of bracket feet on casters, united
by a pierced stretcher with a central roundel inlaid with a
Classical figure reclining on a wolf, 225cm high x 146cm
wide x 52cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
73. An early 20th century French carved bergère
style armchair, with yellow upholstered seat, back and
arms, the back with floral detail to backrail and the arms
and legs with reeded edge, 94cm high x 63cm wide xx
54cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
74. A 20th century Chinese ebonised carved
occasional table, the top of square form with relief
carved geometric border, on four downswept legs carved
with dragon heads, the apron carved with bats wings and
the base united by a tray stretcher, 76cm high x 47cm
square. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
75. A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany and
brass three-tiered cake stand, of round form with
a brass top handled carved top, the three tiers with
brass grill panels, on four short downswept feet, 94cm
high x 31cm in diameter. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
76. A pair of early 20th century French
carved beech bergère style armchair,
with pale blue woven upholstered seat and
backs, the back with a carved scalloped
detail to backrail and the arms and cabriole
legs with reeded edge, on scroll end feet,
95cm high x 66cm wide x 50cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 76
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77. A 19th century
mahogany press
cupboard, the
rectangular top above a
pair of panelled cupboard
doors opening to a
fitted interior with four
pull-out drawers flanked
by four small graduated
drawers on either side,
raised on a plinth base,
211cm long x 112cm
high x 61cm deep.
Provenance: The selected
contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 77
78. A late 19th / early 20th century drop
end sofa, upholstered in white calico, on
turned front supports with ceramic castors,
72cm high x 190cm wide x 84cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

82. A 20th century circular drape table, covered
with orange and blue woven floral fabric, with glass
top, 78cm high x 90cm in diameter.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

79. An 18th/ 19th century walnut rectangular
stool, the red velvet upholstered top raised on scroll
and foliate carved cabriole supports terminating in
hoof feet, united by shaped and pierced stretchers,
53cm wide x 44cm high x 44cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
80. A 19th century Continental mahogany and
gilt metal mounted secrétaire à abattant, the
rectangular top above a blind frieze drawer and fallfront opening to a baize-lined fitted interior with
four pigeon holes, five drawers and small cupboard
door, over three long drawers enclosed by tapered
cylindrical columns, terminating in cylindrical
feet, 105.5cm wide x 148cm high x 54cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
81. A 19th century papier-mâché tray converted
to an occasional table, the shaped rectangular tray
decorated with oval printed vignette of couple by the
waters edge within gilt and painted floral border on a
later base with four tapered square section supports,
79cm wide x 59cm high x 60cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
Lot 80
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Lot 85
85. A 17th century style oak coffer, the hinged
rectangular top opening to a plain interior above a
square and arched panel front over a long drawer,
108cm wide x 72cm high x 55.5cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 83
83. A late 19th/ early 20th century gilt wood
four-fold screen, set with hand-painted trompe l’oeil
mirror panels decorated with scrolls and musical
instruments, 229cm high x 211cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

86. A Victorian walnut whatnot / canterbury, the
rectangular top with pierced three-quarter gilt metal
gallery raised on tapered cylindrical supports above
a three-division canterbury base with pierced fretwork panels over a single frieze drawer on tapered
cylindrical supports resting on white ceramic casters,
58.5cm wide x 88cm high x 38.5cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
87. A George III style mahogany Gainsborough
type side chair, the pink silk upholstered back and
seat raised on square section supports united by
H-shaped stretcher, 94cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
88. A Victorian mahogany chaise longue,
the button-down velvet upholstered scroll-over
back and plain upholstered seat raised on tapered
cylindrical supports resting on brown ceramic casters,
185cm long x 70cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 84
84. A 19th century painted mahogany squareshaped stool, the serpentine upholstered top raised on
four scroll and foliate carved cabriole supports resting
on brass casters, 51cm square x 45cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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89. An early 20th century mahogany three-door
wardrobe, the moulded pediment with Chinoiserie
style lattice frieze below, with larger centre panel
flanked by two side panels, the double door section
with hanging rail and hooks, the single section also
with hanging rail and hooks, the base with three
short over two long drawers on bracket feet, 215cm
high x 161cm wide x 57cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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91. A George III oak coffer, the hinged
rectangular top opening to a plain interior
above a triple-arched panel front fitted
with a small central drawer flanked by
two larger drawers raised on bracket feet,
143cm wide x 103cm high x 52cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
92. An early 20th century walnut dressing
table/ writing table, the shaped rectangular
top with re-entrant corners above a single frieze
drawer flanked by two smaller drawers raised on
four shell carved cabriole supports with pad feet,
130cm wide x 76cm high x 69cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 91
90. A pair of 19th century stained oak Jacobean
style hall chairs, the scroll carved backs with canework
panel inserts, above canework seats with loose cushion
seat pads raised on turned and block supports united by
stretchers, together with two other similar oak hall chairs,
each 111cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 92

93. A 19th century mahogany bed table, the
rounded rectangular top with two hinged book
rests, on adjustable tapered cylindrical column and
concave platform base with bun feet and recess
casters, 84cm wide x 83cm high x 49cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
94. A 19th century mahogany bowfront chest,
the shaped top over two short and three long
graduated cockbeaded drawers raised on splayed
bracket feet, 117cm wide x 105.5cm high x
61cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 94
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Lot 96

Lot 95
95. An antique stained pine / satinwood
tabernacle cabinet, fitted with a single cupboard door
carved in relief with communion cup in architectural
surround below winged angels head flanked by
spiral carved columns with Corinthian capitols, the
side panels of corresponding design on plinth base,
71cm wide x 60cm high x 33cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

96. A 19th century mahogany sofa, the rectangular
scroll-over back and arms with loose cushion seat
raised on bun-shaped supports with brass cups
and casters, with loose puce coloured covers,
188cm wide x 65cm high x 85cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
97. A Japanese six-fold hand-painted screen,
late 19th / early 20th century, decorated with
pavilions and figures amidst blossom, pine trees
and cloud scrolls with a distant view over a river
landscape, within embroidered silk border and white
metal mounted lacquer frame, signed on paper label,
168cm high x 369cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 97
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Lot 100
100. An early 20th century brass club fender, the
ends with green leather rectangular upholstered seats
raised on square section supports and stepped plinth
base, outer measurement 136cm wide x 37.5cm deep,
inner measurement 121cm wide x 31cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 98
98. An early 20th century Chinoiserie
decorated wardrobe, the moulded cornice above
a pair of panelled cupboard doors raised on
bracket feet, with gilded decoration of flowers,
birds and insects on a black lacquer ground,
137cm wide x 193cm high x 46cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
99. A 20th century Chinese darkwood and
lacquer side table, with two carved frieze
drawers with ebonised red and gilt painted kites,
on four legs each united by side stretchers,
78.5cm high x 103cm wide x 65cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 101
101. A 19th century mahogany double chairback settee, the button-down velvet upholstered
back and stuff-over seat raised on baluster turned
supports terminating in brass cups and casters,
196cm wide x 87cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
102. A George III oak corner cupboard, the
moulded cornice above a pair of panelled cupboard
doors opening to a fitted interior with three shelves
and quatrefoil pierced cut-out, later painted green,
over a panelled cupboard door below, opening to
fitted interior with single shelf, raised on a plinth base,
108cm wide x 191cm high x 45cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 106

Lot 103
103. A George III style mahogany wing
armchair, the floral upholstered back and
arms with loose cushion seat and loose
blue floral cover, raised on square section
supports with channelled line detail united by
H-shaped stretcher resting on brass casters,
80cm wide x 116cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

106. A pair of 18th / 19th century oak cacqueteuse
armchairs, one bearing brass plaque to the back of the top
rail, inscribed “Exact pattern of the original chair formerly in
the Bishops Palace, St Andrews 1612”, 107cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

104. A 20th century Japanese elm and pine
side cabinet, with pair of cupboard doors
over three long drawers, typical brass handles,
125cm high x 89cm wide x 53cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
105. A 19th century painted pine side
table, the rectangular top with green and
white painted border detail above a single
frieze drawer with two turned handles and
green leaf painted detail on tapered cylindrical
supports with corresponding decoration,
86cm wide x 75.5cm high x 42cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 107
107. A 19th century rosewood armchair, the velvet
upholstered back and seat flanked by upholstered arms raised
on tapered reeded cylindrical supports with brass cups and
castors, 106.5cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 109

Lot 108
108. A late 19th / early 20th
century green and white marble
column, with revolving circular
top on spiral carved column
and octagonal plinth base,
112cm high x 37cm diameter.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

109. A William & Mary carved ebonised beech elbow chair, circa
1690, with foliate carved toprail, over a scroll edged caned back panel
between barley twist supports, the moulded scroll terminal arms with
scroll uprights over caned seat, on turned H-stretcher base with scroll
front supports with carved front stretcher between, together with
a Charles II carved oak chair, circa 1680, with carved foliate crown
toprail, over a scroll edged back panel (originally caned but now
lacking), between turned supports, the seat with antique black leather
over the original caned panel (now lacking), on turned H-stretcher base
with scroll front supports with carved crown front stretcher, and also
with an early 20th century watercolour on paper of the latter chair in
situ in the chapel of Rossie Priory, in a gilt frame under glass, the elbow
chair 130cm high (3).
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
Literature: See Bowett, Adam ‘English Furniture 1660-1714 from
Charles II to Queen Anne’ p.261, for an elbow chair of related
design in the Duke of Buccleuch’s collection at Drumlanrig Castle.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 112
112. A 19th century planters chair, with woven
cane work back and seat with extendable arms, on
tapered cylindrical supports, 79.5cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
Lot 110

113. An early
20th century four
light cast metal
standard lamp, in
the Neo-Classical
style, with mask,
scroll and foliate
cast detail on
concave platform
base, 206cm high.
Provenance:
The selected
contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire.
£200-400

110. A George III style mahogany wing armchair,
the floral upholstered back, arms and seat raised
on square section supports with blind fret-work
detail united by H-shaped stretcher resting on white
metal casters, with loose blue coloured covers,
78cm wide x 122cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

(+24%BP*)

Lot 111
111. A pair of George III mahogany side
tables, the rounded rectangular tops above
a single cockbeaded frieze drawer, raised on
four ring turned tapered cylindrical supports,
91.5cm wide x 77.5cm high x 54.5cm deep.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
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114. A 19th century black and gilt
lacquered mother-of-pearl inlaid prie dieu
chair, the rectangular arched back centred with
a crucifix, with red upholstered top rail and
seat, 97cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
115. A late 19th/ early 20th century
mahogany armchair by Howard & Sons,
the upholstered back, arms and loose
cushion seat bearing original ‘H & S’
ticking, raised on tapered square supports
with brass cups and casters, one back leg
with stamped marks ‘Howard & Sons Ltd,
Berners St., 19030/1255’, all four original
casters with stamped marks, approximately
75cm wide x 85cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £1500-2500 (+24%BP*)
116. A late 19th/ early 20th century
mahogany armchair by Howard & Sons,
the upholstered back, arms and loose cushion
seat bearing original H&S ticking on tapered
square supports with brass cups and casters,
one back leg stamped ‘Howard & Sons Ltd,
Berners St. 586/1697’, all four casters stamped
‘Howard & Sons’, the underside of the seat
inscribed ‘No 2’.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £1500-2500 (+24%BP*)
117. A late 19th/ early 20th century
mahogany armchair by Howard & Sons,
the upholstered back, arms and loose
cushion seat bearing original H&S ticking,
raised on tapered square supports with brass
cups and casters, one back leg stamped
‘Howard & Sons Ltd, Berners St. 19**2/1817
(indistinct numbering), all four casters
stamped ‘Howard & Sons’.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £1500-2500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 115

Lot 116

Lot 117
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Lot 118
118. A late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany sofa
by Howard & Sons, the upholstered back, arms and
loose cushion seat with original ‘H&S’ ticking, raised
on four tapered square section supports, one back leg
stamped ‘Howard & sons Ltd, Berners St., 19151/1484’,
original brass casters no longer present, approximately
200cm wide x 83cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

MIRRORS
119. A pair of 19th century giltwood wall mirrors,
of tapering narrow form with a top acanthus finial
above a rectangular top plate with a long tapering
plate below terminating in a double scroll and
pointed acanthus finial, both with dart moulding, each
88cm high x 27cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 119
26
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120. A Victorian gilt gesso
overmantel mirror, the rectangular
arched plate within a moulded
strapwork and beaded edge frame
surmounted by a female mask
cartouche flanked by floral sprays,
on two large white ceramic bun
feet, 122cm high x 150cm wide.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 120

Lot 121
121. A Regency giltwood pier mirror, of
architectural design, the cavetto moulded pediment
with ball finial with a relief frieze below of a
shepherd and girl herding a flock of sheep, flanked
by fluted columns topped by Greco-Egyptian female
masks and terminating in pairs of feet, framing a
rectangular bevelled plate, 100cm high x 59cm wide.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 122
122. A 19th century gilt wood girandole, the oval
frame with scroll pediment and two candle sconce
scrolls enclosing an oval mirror plate, 103cm x 61cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 123

Lot 124

123. A 19th century gilt wood over mantel
mirror, in the Rococo style, the scroll and foliate
carved frame enclosing a rectangular mirror plate,
146cm high x 116cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

124. A 19th century gilt wood Rococo style wall
mirror, the scroll and foliate carved frame with
ribbon tied swags enclosing a rectangular mirror plate,
86cm x 63cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
125. Late 19th/ early 20th
century gilt wood over mantel
mirror in the Regency Style,
the inverted break-front top with
painted Greek key frieze above a
rectangular mirror plate flanked
by two smaller mirror plates,
122cm x 145cm.
Provenance: The selected
contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 125
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CARPETS & RUGS
126. A Persian Heriz rug, the red field with
floral motifs around four lobbed cream and
indigo floral medallions, with ivory spandrels
in an indigo border of rosettes between two
orange angular leafy vine stripes, 275cm long x
116cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
127. A large Persian Kashan carpet, the indigo
field with a ruby red and ivory central medallion
surrounded by scrolling vines, flowers and palmettes
in many tones with ruby red and ivory spandrels, in
three wide borders of floral designs and palmettes
with scrolling arabesques in ivory, blue and indigo,
390cm x 295cm. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
128. A large Persian Kashan carpet, the scarlet
red field with an indigo and ivory central medallion
surrounded by vines and flowers in many tones
with ivory and indigo spandrels, in three wide
borders of floral designs and palmettes with
scrolling arabesques in ivory, blue and indigo,
342cm x 238cm. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
129. A large Persian carpet, Khorasan Region, the
ivory field with five blue medallions in a rich scrolling
designs with vines and arabesques in lapis, pale blue,
magenta and cinnamon, in three borders of scrolling
palmettes and floral designs in beige, ivory and blue,
370cm x 244cm. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
130. A Persian runner, North West Persia, the
black field with a scene of birds in tree in ruby red,
orange, indigo and ivory, inside a repeating indigo
border of palmettes in magenta, orange, ivory and
dark green, 360cm x 110cm. £250-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 134
134. A small Persian carpet, the ivory field
with repeating scrolling floral designs centred
with a large blue medallion and large red
spandrels, inside a wide blue border also with
repeating scrolling floral designs, 202cm x 124cm
(excluding fringing). £80-120 (+24%BP*)

131. A Persian carpet, Bloochestan Region, the
deep ruby red field with three rows of repeating
black and ivory medallions, in an ivory border
with repeating crosses, 195cm x 131cm (Excluding
fringing). £200-300 (+24%BP*)
132. A small Persian carpet, the ivory field with
repeating design of five rows of floral vase surrounded
by roses and vines in red, dark green, madder and
pink, in three repeating geometric and floral borders
in indigo, ivory and madder, 151cm x 106cm
(excluding fringing). £50-80 (+24%BP*)
133. A Persian carpet, the red field with five rows
of cream, yellow, indigo and pale blue repeating
medallions and palmettes, inside five floral and
foliate borders in cream, pale blue and indigo, 240cm
long x 200cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 135
135. A late 19th / early 20th century Ziegler
carpet, the ivory field with red, yellow, indigo and
pale blue scrolling foliate branches and arabesques,
in five borders in ivory, yellow and indigo with
scrolls, foliate and floral palmette designs,
320cm long x 220cm wide. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 136
136. An early 20th century Persian Carpet, with
rose pink field with central indigo medallion with
two pale blue pendants and spandrels, with triple
floral border in indigo, pale blue and burnt orange,
376cm x 344cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
Lot 138
138. A Persian carpet, with mirrored design
of two ruby red fields with large central indigo
and ivory medallion in three floral borders
in deep yellow, ruby red, ivory and indigo,
290cm x 112cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 137

Lot 139

137. Two antique Persian runners, one with a
bright pink field with ten medallions in red, pale blue,
ivory, sage green and burnt orange, in three repeating
geometric borders in red and pale blue, together with
another with an olive green field with repeating design
of triple medallions, in three repeating geometric
borders in rose pink and ivory, both with worn pile
throughout, 542cm x 95cm and 388cm x 96cm
respectively. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

139. An antique Tabriz carpet, circa 1875, the
indigo field with ivory, sang-de-boeuf, rose pink and
pale blue scrolling arabesques, palmettes and rosettes
around a sang-de-boeuf medallion with pendants,
scrolling vines and palmette spandrels, in a three stripe
sang-de-boeuf, indigo and ivory border with floral
designs, with an original purchase receipt dated 1938,
385cm long x 280cm wide. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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142. A Tekke rug, late 19th/ early 20th century, the
rectangular field decorated with five octagonal shaped
medallions within multiple repeating stylised foliate
borders, 188cm x 120cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
143. A Tekke rug, late 19th/ early 20th century, the
rectangular madder ground decorated with three rows
of nine octagonal shaped medallions within multiple
stylised foliate borders, 192cm x 110cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
144. A small Persian rug, late 19th/ early 20th
century, the blue ground decorated with allover
design of flowers and foliage within madder ground
border of repeating foliate motifs, 123cm x 76cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 140
140. A Persian runner, late 19th/ early 20th
century, the abrashed madder field decorated with
three flower-shaped medallions on a ground decorated
with stylised flowers, foliage and animals within a
repeating foliate border, 392cm x 107cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

145. A Persian rug, 20th century, the abrashed
madder ground centred with a stylised flower within a
border of repeating foliate motifs, 208cm x 134cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 146
Lot 141
141. A Persian rug, late 19th/ early 20th century,
the rectangular ochre ground field decorated with
styled flowers and serrated leaves within a madder
ground border of repeating foliate motifs and multiple
guard stripes in shades of blue, green and earth brown,
350cm x 212cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

146. A late 19th/ early 20th century Kazak type,
the off-white ground decorated with three rows of
four octagonal-shaped gulls enclosing lozenge and
scroll motifs within a repeating border of alternating
colourful rectangular motifs and floral guard stripes,
215cm x 172cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
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147. A Persian runner, 20th century, the madder ground
decorated with three large stylised flowers within a earth-brown
border of repeating stylised foliate motifs, 312cm x 111cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

148. An extremely long Persian
runner, 20th century, the madder ground
decorated with five rows of stylised
flowers and foliage within multiple guard
stripes, 1100cm x 90cm.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
149. A Persian long rug, 20th century,
the rectangular madder ground decorated
with three hexagonal shaped medallions
enclosing floral motifs, within multiple
stylised flower and foliate border,
299cm x 121cm.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
150. A Persian rug, early 20th century,
the rectangular field centred with a large
stylised flower medallion on a blue
ground with scrolling flowers and foliage,
within a blue ground border of repeating
tree and foliate motifs, 188cm x 121cm.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
151. A Tekke rug, early 20th century,
the rectangular madder ground decorated
with three rows of seven octagonal shaped
gulls within repeating foliate borders,
127cm x 108cm.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
152. A late 19th/ early 20th century
Persian long rug, the rectangular
madder field decorated with four
lozenge-shaped medallions divided by
five smaller lozenge-shaped medallions
within a repeating stylised foliate border,
265cm long x 102cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 148
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153. A Chinese rug, late 19th/ early
20th century, the abrashed madder
ground field decorated with urns issuing
flowers and foliage within a panelled
border of flower and diaper motifs,
203cm x 135cm.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 154
154. A large Ushak carpet, late 19th century, the madder / orange rectangular ground decorated with three
rows of lozenge shaped motifs divided by two rows of green ground stylised foliate motifs, within a green ground
border if repeating stylised motifs and multiple guard stripes, approximately 580cm x 435cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 155
155. A large Ushak carpet, late 19th century, the rectangular madder ground decorated with all over design of
stylised flowers and foliage within a green ground border decorated with stylised floral palmettes, approximately
735cm x 430cm.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
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GARDEN ANTIQUES

Lot 156
156. A pair of 20th century composite stone garden urns,
each with covers with acorn finials and acanthus moulding,
the bases with gadroon moulding, swags and lion masks, on
a round socles and square plinths, each 81cm x 56cm wide.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
157. A late 19th / early 20th century cast iron Coalbrookdale
style garden table, white painted, the top pierced with a
scrolling design on three downswept supports with classical
maiden masks united by a lower pierced tier, 69cm high x 59cm
diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
158. A late 20th century composite stone figure of the
Buddha, modelled standing in flowing robes with hands
held in prayer, his head with shell finial, on a lotus flower
base on an oval plinth, 150cm x 60cm wide x 40cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 160
160. A large freeform burr wood
sculpture, formed of a large piece
of burr, possibly elm, with a central
section carved into a female mask,
probably Guanyin, mounted to a square
wooden base, 120cm high x 56cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

159. An early 20th century cast lead bird bath statue, in the
form of a putto holding aloft a large shell with a dove drinking
from the rim, 72cm high x 36cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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WORKS OF ART
161. An 18th/ 19th century turned fruit wood
urn-shaped vessel, on stepped cylindrical plinth,
39cm high x 25.5cm diameter.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
162. A 19th century painted mahogany and oak
country house table-top letterbox, the rectangular
panelled door inscribed ‘All letters must be put into
the box before 6 o’clock in the evening, no post
on Wednesday’, the top inscribed on paper label
‘Post leaves….12.45’, 31cm high x 26.5cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
163. A 19th century bronze figure group, of girl,
dove and serpent, 23cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 161

Lot 162

Lot 163
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Lot 164
164. A late 17th century Northern European patinated
bronze figure of a hound, modelled seated with defined
musculature and ribs, the 30cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 168

165. A pair of late 19th century/ early 20th century brass
hurricane lamps with clear and blue glass shades, the shades
with etched star and stylised flower motifs, 55cm high and
53.5cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
166. A late 19th/ early 20th century bronze bust of a boy,
on green marble circular plinth, overall 39cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
167. A Victorian polished slate and green marble tazza,
25cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
168. A painted plaster bust of Caesar Augustus (Octavian)
after the antique, 71cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
169. A pair of late 19th century red ground textile
wall hangings, of rectangular form with foliate and scroll
detail within black, ochre and off-white stylised borders,
365cm x 110cm each.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 170
170. A pair of late 19th century gilt metal
three-light candelabra, of naturalistic form as
flowering plants, 39cm high x 30cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 173

171. A group of six stag horn trophies, all mounted
on shield-shaped plaques.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
172. A late 19th/ early 20th century cannon, the
tapered bronze barrel, measuring 148cm long, with
8.5cm diameter muzzle, inscribed ‘IL ZEFFIRO’
and bearing monogram possibly ‘GN’, on a painted
wooden truck with metal bound wheels.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

173. A late 19th century green, white and black
marble tazza, the shallow dished bowl supported on
a central column with four Classical male figures, on
a concave platform base with four shell-shaped bowls,
32cm high x 21cm diameter at top bowl.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
174. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
French gilt bronze two branch candelabra, in the
Louis XV style, moulded as scrolling leaf branches
with a central budding branch finial on round bases,
each 20cm high x 22cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 172
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Lot 175
175. An early 20th century gilt, patinated bronze and
carved ivory figure of ‘La Liseuse’ after a model by
Albert-Ernest Carrier-Belleuse (French 1824-1887),
circa 1910, modelled as a young woman clad in a draped
gown and headdress in the medieval taste with richly
embroidered hems and bodice which are heightened in
yellow patination, she holds an open book in her hands as
she turns the pages, on circular base, signed ‘A. CARRIER.,
BELLEUSE.’, dark brown patination, on circular
moulded and stepped bronze plinth with plaque inscribed
‘Liseuase, Par Carrier-Belleuse, Grand Prix Du Salon’,
40cm high. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
176. A 16th / 17th century Greek Orthodox /
Byzantine carved wooden panel, depicting The
Crucifixion with Christ in high relief on the cross with
the figures of The Virgin and Mary Magdalene below, a
two line Greek inscription to the top, 75cm high x 35cm
wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
177. A pair of late 19th century French gilt, patinated
bronze and marble candelabra after Clodion, modelled
as Bacchic faun and putti on naturalistic bases in dark
brown patinated bronze, holding aloft two fruiting branch
candle holders, converted to electricity, on white marble
fluted column bases with applied bows and floral swags on
four bun feet, each 46cm high. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 177
178. A 19th century Italian Grand Tour
bronze cast lidded inkwell, the round body
with three satyr masks supported by the partial
forms of three rearing bulls, the top with
gadroon edged and cover with finial of a putto
riding a goat, all on a round stepped red and
black marble plinth base, 19cm high x 15.5cm
in diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
179. A late 19th / early 20th century
Russian bronze and onyx desk stand,
of large proportions depicting a bear
skin, the head lifting to reveal an inkwell
recess, the rectangular green onyx base
with moulded edge on four bronze bun
feet with acanthus decoration, 35cm long x
23.5cm wide. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
180. An early 20th century taxidermy
Scottish ‘Royal’ Red Deer (Cervus elaphus),
dated 1936, a neck mount looking straight
ahead, glass eyes, 12 points (6+6), mounted
upon a shaped oak shield, bearing ivorine plaque
to shield ‘G.J.R.C., English Hill, 6.9.36, 15St.
10Lbs.’, from the wall 58cm, widest span 62cm,
overall height 118cm. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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183. Three Victorian Heraldic lead and stained
glass panels, probably Scottish, all of circular form,
including the first with a shield and rampant lion, the
second with a shield with three boar heads, the last
with the coat of arms for the City of Edinburgh, the
crest an anchor tethered about with a cable, the blazon
a castle triple-towered castle, the supporters a woman
richly attired with her hair hanging over her shoulders,
and a rampant doe and the motto ‘Nisi Dominus
Frustra’ (“Without [the] Lord, [all is] in vain”), the
largest 37cm in diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 181

184. Tribal Art - A spear, Congo, late 19th/
early 20th century, with double edged blade
and wire bound carved wood shaft, 144cm long.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

181. A group of thirteen 19th century Scottish
pottery carpet bowls, including six striped pairs and
a white jack, all inside a turned wooden bowl, each
7cm in diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 185
185. Tribal Art - A prestige sword, Congo, Lia or
Ngombe Peoples, late 19th/ early 20th century,
the shaped single edged blade with graduated wood
handle, 66.5cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
186. A large 19th century English portrait
miniature, of an elderly man in black ministers
robes seated in a chair with an architectural
background formed of arches, watercolour on
ivory or ceramic, unsigned, mounted in a gilt
slip housed inside a hinged red Morocco leather
case with red velvet lining, 19cm high x 16.5cm
wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
187. A late 19th century gilt bronze candlestick,
probably French, of hexagonal tapering form with
a waisted stem and wide base on three bun feet, the
panels engraved with scrolling design and set with
turquoise beads/jewels, converted to electricity,
19cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 182
182. A late 19th / early 20th century bottle of
Yellow Chartreuse, L. Garnier, circa 1900, 75 Proof,
the etched bottle with paper label and wax seal, no
volume stated (approximately around 75cl), 30cm
high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

188. A 20th century Continental painted green
glass and silver plated musical cigarette box, of
architectural form modelled after a carousel with
domed top and putto finial, above revolving panels
with embossed cigarette holders to the reverse,
on a round plinth base with three satyr mask
feet, the base with a Swiss musical movement,
33cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 189
189. A rare 19th century rosewood miniature sideboard
apprentice piece, of breakfront form with a chevron back gallery, the
front with three small frieze drawers, the pedestal supports with faux
pillar doors, opening to reveal to fitted drawers with evidence of foil
liner, possibly tea caddy drawers, all on two plinth bases with bun
feet, 26cm high x 42cm wide x 18cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
190. A fine 19th century marquetry inlaid ebonized snap top
occasional /apprentice table, the round top with a central floral
scene of tulip bouquet in an urn with a wide crossbanded rosewood
border, on a single barley twist support mounted on a tripod base
inlaid with marquetry and bone floral design all on three turned bun
feet, 73cm high (open) x 41cm in diameter. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
191. A pair of Regency mahogany plate stands, each with
rectangular support above a rectangular loaded platform with bobbinturned moulding, each 37cm high x 26cm wide. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
192. A Victorian leather and canvas bound scrap
album / cuttings book, belonging to Helen Seymour Fergusson
(1844-1938), compiled between 1863-1874, the frontispiece
signed ‘ Helen Seymour Fergusson, 16 George St, Hanover
Street, W1’, containing approximately 100 pale blue pages of
cuttings mostly from The London Illustrated News and The
Daily Telegraph, mainly famous figures, animals, news cuttings,
collages of scraps/patches of fairies and children’s characters etc,
51cm high x 35cm wide. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 193
193. A 19th century patinated
bronze of a male figure after the
antique, probably French, modelled
on the Discophoros by Polykleitos,
the male youth standing contrapposto
with a discus in hand on a stepped
base, brown patination, unsigned,
mounted on a rectangular white veined
purple marble plinth with a moulded
black slate base, bronze 35cm high,
48cm high x 18cm wide including
plinth. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
194. A carved stone figure of
an elephant and calf, with relief
carved and reticulated detail, 7cm
high x 8.5cm wide. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
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195. A large tobacco
advertising figure of a
Highlander, early 20th
century, cast in resin/
composite and painted,
after 19th century Scottish
carved treen tobacco figures,
modelled as a young man in
a green jacket and red tartan
kilt taking a pinch of snuff
from his mull, on a small
square plinth base, 136cm
high. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
196. An autographed letter
of the Duke of Wellington,
Arthur Wellesley, signed
‘Wellington’, written
at Stratfield Saye dated
December 10th 1839, to a
member of the Houses of
Lords, saying ‘My Lord, As
it appears that Parliament is
to assemble for the despatch
of business on Thursday
16th January I venture to
suggest to your Lordship
the expediency of your
attendance. It cannot be
denied that business of
importance as well as the
state of the country have
rendered necessary the
assembly of Parliament at
so early a period and that it
is desirable that the House
of Lords should be fully
attended, I have the honour
to be my lord your lordships
most faithful honourable
servant, Wellington’,
one watermarked page
six way folded, light
staining to the centre
fold, 26cm high x 19cm
wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
197. A pair of late 19th
century French gilt bronze
candlesticks after Clodion,
modelled as Cupid / putti on
naturalistic bases holding
a quiver of arrows and
a fruiting branch candle
holder aloft, each 30cm
high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 195

Lot 196

Lot 198
198. A pair of late 19th century French gilt bronze four light figural
candelabra, the three acanthus scrolling arms with a centre arm, all with
acanthus and foliate cast urn nozzles, collars and drip pans, supported by
seated two putti on stepped moulded bases on round red marble bases, raised
on square plinths, the three scrolling arms converted to electricity, each
64cm high x 26cm wide. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
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204. A late 19th century Smiths five shot rim
fire calibre revolver, the top strap marked ‘ Smiths
Patent, April 15 1873’, five shot cylinder, the silver
plated steel frame with sheath spur trigger and two
piece polished rosewood grips, 2.25 inch steel barrel,
the butt stamped ‘8545’, together with a 19th century
Continental pocket/muff single shot pistol, the larger
overall length 17.5cm (2).
Section 58 (2) No licence required.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 199

205. An antique flintlock pistol, with retained ramrod, brass trigger guard and brass pommel stamped
‘D15’, the lock plate with engraved lion rampant,
the barrel with stamped marks, overall 40cm long.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)

199. A 19th Century French Napoleon III gilt
metal mounted burr walnut and mother of pearl
cave a liqueur / tantalus box, circa 1870, the case
containing a gilt stand holding four gilded decanters
and fifteen glasses, the fold front burr walnut veneered
mahogany case gilt metal mounted with mother of
pearl roundels and decoration, 31cm high x 36cm
wide x 27cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
200. A pair of 20th century carved giltwood
wall brackets, the serpentine tops supported by
scrolling foliate and c-scroll brackets, each 21.5cm
high x 20.5cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
201. An early 19th century Continental side by
side double barrel flintlock pistol, with 3.5 inch
turn-off steel barrels, steel ramrod mounted below,
box lock with slide safety, guarded triggers, a walnut
slab butt inlaid with silver wire and the grip with
chequered butt cap, 20.5cm long.
Section 58 (2) No licence required.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
202. A 19th century Continental pin fire selfcocking pepperbox revolver, probably Belgian, the
cylinder muzzle end with proof mark, hinged folding
trigger, side gate loading, a two piece walnut grip,
2.25 inch barrels, overall 14cm long.
Section 58 (2) No licence required.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
203. A 19th century Belgian double action pin fire
revolver, Belgian Proof marks to six shot engraved
cylinder, side gate loading, guarded trigger, carved
grips and engraved 4.5 inch octagonal barrel, overall
length 23cm.
Section 58 (2) No licence required.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 206
206. A 19th century English six shot bar hammer
percussion pepperbox revolver, with fully fluted
six-shot three inch barrel group, the side-ribs with
Birmingham proof mark, the rounded scroll engraved
box lock action with top mounted bar hammer,
guarded trigger and finely chequered walnut two piece
grip, 18.5cm long.
Section 58 (2) No licence required.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
207. A late 19th/ early 20th century French
travelling shrine, the painted and gilded wood
two door arched case enclosing a gilt metal crucifix
stamped ‘PONT MAIN, 17 JANVIER 1871’,
28cm high x 16cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
208. Photography interest - An unusual Victorian
large Ambrotype glass plate photograph
of a British Military Officer, circa 1860,
30.5cm x 25.5cm. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
209. A Victorian silver mounted ivory music
conductor’s baton, London, 1899, makers mark
of E. Newman, the mount inscribed ‘From the
Staff of Messers Hurst & Son to Mr. Edward
Sherwood on his attaining his Majority’, 46cm long.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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210. An early 20th century Glasgow School
Arts & Crafts brass mirror, circa 1900, the frame
embossed with butterflies and foliage, enclosing a
rectangular bevelled mirror plate, 42cm x 57cm.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 213
213. Photography interest - A group of nine
Victorian daguerreotype portrait photographs,
mostly in tooled leather frames, one inscribed
‘Fanny Stokes Mieville, 1861 (She was daughter
of Dr. Frederick Hall Richardson and Mary Stokes.
Fanny married Frederic Louis Mieville in 1854 in
Dunedin, New Zealand), the other photographs are
most likely family relatives, Fanny Stoke Mieville
9cm x 6.5cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 211
211. Royal Interest, Balmoral Castle, a rare
late 19th century set of bone Alphabet spelling
tiles by IZZARD, 136 REGENT ST., LONDON,
each incised with capital letter to one side and
corresponding lower case letter to the reverse, in
original mahogany fitted case, the hinged cover
inscribed ‘Balmoral Castle’, 20.5cm wide.
Note: Izzard’s alphabet game was intended as an
educational aid to form words and improve spelling.
It is therefore tantalising to speculate which of Queen
Victoria’s nine children might have played with this
set at Balmoral Castle. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
212. Two late 19th century Indian oval painted
miniatures of a marriage couple, the details picked
out in gilt, 6.5cm x 5cm, framed and glazed, overall
size 14cm x 20.5cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 214
214. An Indian gilded wood and richly decorated
casket, the hinged cover carved in relief with
kneeling Deities and Lions and set with red glass
cabochons, with ornate foliate foliate borders set
with red, green and clear mirrored glass, the front
carved with two lions, with red painted interior,
44cm wide x 20cm high x 28.5cm deep.
Provenance: By family repute, Gifted by the
Viceroy of India to The Governor of The Andaman
Islands, on an official visit to the Islands, circa 1910.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
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215. An early 19th century East India Company
portrait miniature, a small oval portrait on ivory
with card backing, of a young man in blue coat, white
shirt and cravat, sitter ‘John Kynnier, Lieut. HEICS
(The Honourable East India Company Service),
born 1793, died 1816’, unmounted inside an oval
green velvet lined lizard/fish skin case, the case
4.5cm long. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
216. A late 19th / early 20th century carved
ivory walking cane, possibly Indian, the curved
handle carved in the form of a grotesque lion
head, the cane formed of six ivory sections,
92cm long. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
217. A late 19th / early 20th century carved
horn walking cane, highly likely Rhinoceros horn
(Diceros bicornis), the straight handle mounted on
tapering bamboo effect sectional cane, with brass tip,
87cm long.
Note: This piece has been attributed as rhinoceros
horn due to linear fibrous layered nature of the horn
and the aging patination of the surface. CITES Article
A Exempt, Pre-1947. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 220
220. A Leica IIIg Rangefinder camera, circa
1956-60, Nr.980709, fitted with a Leitz Elmar f/2.8,
50mm lens, NR1634266 and signed lens cap, fitted
in an original brown stitched leather case with carry
strap, camera 14cm long. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
221. A vintage Nikon SLR M90 AUTO camera,
with Nikon Lens Series E, 50mm 1:1.8 1628346 lens,
in original black case. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

218. A late 19th century gilt metal and porcelain
mounted casket, the hinged cover centred with a
hand painted porcelain panel depicting ‘Madame
Josephine’ signed ‘Bidel’, the interior with later green
velvet lining, 11.5cm wide x 4cm high x 10.5cm deep.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 222
Lot 219
219. A Leica IIIa Rangefinder camera, circa
1935-38, No.129467, fitted with a Leitz Elmar f/3.5,
50mm lens, fitted in an original brown stitched leather
case with carry strap, camera .
14cm long. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
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222. An early 20th century Fry’s Chocolate
‘Five Boys’ enamel advertising sign,
76.5cm x 91.5cm. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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226. An early 20th century black lacquered
and brass monocular microscope by J Swift &
Son, with rack and pinion focusing, fixed slide
stage, with a concave revolving mirror below, the
‘Y’ shaped stand signed ‘J Swift & Son, London
W.C’, with four objectives, an eye piece and
two other accessories, inside a mahogany case,
together with a similar unsigned microscope, with
two objectives, an eye piece and a dark ground
condense, inside a mahogany case, the larger case
31cm long (2). £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 223
223. A 19th century lacquered brass binocular
microscope by Baker, with rack and pinion
focusing, a revolving slide stage with a concave
revolving mirror below, the ‘Y’ shaped stand signed
‘BAKER, 244 High Holborn, London’, with two
additional eye pieces, inside the original brass
mounted mahogany case, microscope 41cm high,
case 35cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
224. A 19th century lacquered brass monocular
microscope by Baker, with rack and pinion focusing,
a two axis screw adjusting slide stage, fine/coarse
focusing, dark ground condense, with a concave
revolving mirror below, the ‘Y’ shaped stand signed
‘BAKER, 244 High Holborn, London’, with two
additional 1/4 inch and 1/6 inch cased objectives, six
other accessories and the interior top drawer with a
selection of prepared slides, inside the original brass
mounted mahogany case, microscope 38cm high, case
48cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
225. A 19th century lacquered brass binocular
microscope by Charles Collins, with rack and
pinion focusing, a two bar magnetic adjusting slide
stage, sliding optic bar and sliding objectives, with
a concave revolving mirror below, the ‘Y’ shaped
stand signed ‘Chas. Collins, 77 Gt Titchfield St. &
Polytechnic Ins.tn., London’, with a dark ground
condense and with two additional objectives, fixed to
a mahogany base inside the original brass mounted
mahogany case, microscope 42cm high, case 50cm
high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

227. Three late 19th / early 20th century brass
monocular microscopes, including a brass example
with rack and pinion focusing, sliding stage, with
a concave revolving mirror below, the ‘Y’ shaped
stand signed ‘M Pillischer, London’ and also
numbered ‘174’, with three objectives and an eye
piece, together with a smaller brass example with
sliding focusing, fixed slide stage, with a small
concave revolving mirror below, the ‘U’ shaped
stand stamped ‘C. Reichert, Wein, No.21197’, with
two other accessories and a similar black lacquered
and brass example with sliding focusing, fixed slide
stage, with a small concave revolving mirror below
with dark ground condenser, the ‘Y’ shaped stand
stamped ‘Henry Crouch, London, 6893’, all inside
associated mahogany cases, the largest case 44cm
high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
228. A group of early 20th century brass and
later microscope objectives, accessories and
parts, including examples by Anderson, F. Koristka
Milan, C. Zeiss, all inside a teak case, the case
46cm long. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
229. Tiffany & Co.,
a bronze three light
table lamp, with
three on/off chain
pulls, the hexagonal
column resting on
a stepped circular
base, stamped
marks ‘TIFFANY
& Co. 15021’,
approximately
59cm high.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 229
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230. An early 20th century silver enamelled
travelling vanity set suitcase, comprising eight
pieces with a mottled green / blue enamel back
including two brushes and a hand mirror, maker
Cole Brothers, Birmingham/London 1927, all
mounted inside the top section of a black leather
suitcase, the other compartment lined in printed floral
fabric, the hand mirror 25cm long, the case 56cm
long x 36cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
231. A late 18th century Scottish carved ivory
snuff mull, of cylindrical form with turned round base
and lid, the lid mounted with a cork stopper, white
metal butterfly hinge and a top roundel (unengraved),
10.5cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 235
Lot 232
232. An 18th century Scottish carved ivory snuff
mull, of large tapering cylindrical form, the lid
mounted with a cork stopper, white metal butterfly
hinge and a top roundel engraved, .
18cm long. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
233. An 18th century Scottish carved ivory snuff
mull, of tapering baluster form, the lid mounted with
a cork stopper and a white metal top roundel with pull
handle, together with a larger 18th century Scottish
carved ivory snuff mull body of similar form, each
7cm high (2). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
234. Two small carved ivory snuff mulls, probably
early 19th century, both carved in the form of tusk
points, one mounted in white metal with a domed
hinged lid with scalloped rim, the other mounted in
plated brass mount with oval hinged lid, the larger
7.5cm long. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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235. A late 18th / early 19th century carved ivory
snuff mortar and pestle, for grinding snuff into
a finer powder, of tall cylindrical form, the mortar
with turned base rings, the pestle of baton form
with the top engraved with initials ‘WL’, 10cm
high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
236. A Victorian Extract of Matriculation
of the Arms of James David Lumsden of
Huntingtowerfield, Esquire, dated 28th September
1899, handwritten and painted on vellum with
blue and white cord with wax seal inside a brass
case, the document inside a red Morocco leather
box with two gilt tooled crowns and ‘VR’ to the
lid, the box 50cm long, together with a Victorian
ivory handled silver plated presentation trowel,
engraved with inscription ‘With this trowel, David
Lumsden, laid the Foundation Stone of the addition
to Huntingtowerfield House on the 16th June 1892’,
inside a blue velvet lined fitted black leather case, the
case 35cm long (2). £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 236
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Lot 237
237. A pair of 19th century French Limoges
enamel plaques, decorated en grisaille with pairs
of figures and inscribed ‘SOLLICITUS VENTREM
QUIBUS EXPLEAT VSQUE MACRESCIT’,
and ‘RARIUS CEGROTAT SECNRUS DUM
BENE POTAT’, in giltwood frames, the plaques
12.5cm x 15cm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 240
240. A 19th century surgeons set, the brass bound
mahogany box with brass shield to the top, and fitted
red velvet interior with lift out tray of instruments,
some marked ‘M S Lellan’ or ‘Simpson’, the tools
including a saw, picks, knives etc, the case 44cm
long x 25cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 238
238. A George III shagreen and gilt metal
mounted etui, of tapered rectangular form, the
exterior decorated with four embossed gilt metal
scroll and foliate mounts, the hinged cover opening
to a fitted interior with seven implements, 9cm long.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 239
239. A George III shagreen, gilt and white metal
mounted etui, of tapered rectangular form, the
hinged cover opening to a fitted interior with four
implements, 9.5cm long. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 241
241. AR David Farrer (Contemporary British
School), Zebra Head Trophy, papier-mâché,
carved wood and horse hair mounted on a wooden
shield, with a copy of the original purchase receipt
from 1999, 75cm high x 80cm out from the
wall. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 243
243. An early 20th century brass and
mahogany ships wheel, with eight spokes,
92cm diameter. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 242
242. AR David Farrer (Contemporary British
School), Oryx Head Trophy, papier-mâché,
carved wood and horse hair mounted on a
wooden shield, with a copy of the original
purchase receipt from 1999, 120cm high x 78cm
out from the wall. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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244. A collection of late 19th / early 20th century
snooker / billiards items, including a mahogany billiards
full scoreboard, bearing label ‘John Taylor and Son, Billiard
Table Makers, Edinburgh’, together with two mahogany
billiard cue stands, one revolving and the other fixed, both
with column turned pillars on stepped circular bases, a full
set of billiard balls in a triangular mahogany box, the white
carved from ivory, the coloured balls possibly ivory or
composite and three mahogany framed printed billiards
rules sheets, the scoreboard 66cm high x 110cm wide, the
taller cue stand 123cm high (2). £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 244
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245. An early 20th century
wrought iron fire grate, the
four scrolling supports in the
Arts & Crafts style, supporting
a grate with scrolling side grills,
41cm high x 72cm wide x 36cm
deep. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
246. A cast iron and brass fire
grate in the George III style,
probably early 20th century, the
broken arch pediment back with
central cartouche framed with
acanthus scrolls, the front with
four bar grill flanked by brass
supports with cast acanthus
scroll decoration topped with
urn finials, together with a pair
of matching brass fire dogs and
a set of brass fire irons, 73cm
high x 68cm wide x 32cm deep.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
247. A George III style pear
shaped fruitwood tea caddy,
the lid now lacking the carved
stalk, an ivory shield escutcheon
and foil lined interior, with
an associated key, 17cm
high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
248. A pair of French Art
Deco silvered cast metal and
marble bookends, signed
M. Font, modelled as two fish on
rectangular black Portoro marble
bases, each 15cm high x 15cm
wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 246
249. A Qajar lacquered papiermâché qalamdan (pen box), Iran,
late 19th / early 20th century, with
rounded ends and sliding tray,
the top and sides with a scene of
a hunt with men on horseback
chasing antelope, the base in
red with gilt floral decoration,
22cm long x 4cm high x 4cm
wide. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 248

250. A 20th century brass
and copper diving helmet, of
conventional design with a row
of securing bolts to the base rim,
the back with applied brass plaque
‘US Navy Diving Helmet Mark
V, Morse Diving Equipment Co
Inc, Boston Mass, dated 8-29-41’,
on a shaped wooden plinth
base, 52cm high x 38cm wide.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 250
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254. A collection of James Bond, 007 memorabilia,
to include six EON Productions limited edition
collectors plates Goldfinger, Thunderball, You Only
Live Twice, Diamonds are Forever, Dr. No, From
Russia with Love, Japanese import LP On Her
Majesty’s Secret Service, Exhibitors’ Campaign Book
for On Her Majesty’s Secret Service, Goldfinger and
Dr. No, twelve black and white front of house stills,
eight UA coloured print stills for Dr. No together
with remaining items to include 1997 Goldeneye
calendar, three facsimile movie posters, five
collectors magazines and assorted postcards (qty).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 251
251. An early 20th century cold painted bronze
grouse and onyx cendrier, on circular shaped base,
23cm diameter x 18cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 252
252. A pair of late 19th/ early 20th century horn
vases with electroplated mounts, on part gadrooned
columns and circular plinth bases, 38cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
253. A late 19th/ early 20th century brass
charger, with embossed decoration of Heraldic Crest
within a scroll and roundel border, 68cm diameter.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 255
255. A vintage film poster, James Bond,
Sean Connery, 007, Goldfinger, United Artists
Entertainment from Transamerica Corporation,
printed in England by W.E. Berry Ltd., Bradford.,
75.7cm x 50.5cm. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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261. A 19th century pen-work Mauchline
ware snuff box attributed to Charles Stiven of
Laurencekirk, the hinged cover decorated with a
Georgian Country House, the sides and base with
green and white tartan type decoration, the interior
with silvered lining, 9cm wide x 2.6cm high x 5.8cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 262
262. A 19th century pen-work Mauchline
ware snuff box attributed to Charles Stiven of
Laurencekirk, the hinged cover with tavern scene
and verse from Robert Burns “It is the Moon I ken
her horn”, the sides and base decorated with thistles,
the interior with silvered lining, 9cm wide x 2.5cm
high x 4.5cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
Lot 256
256. A vintage film poster, James Bond, Sean
Connery, 007, Thunderball, United Artists
Entertainment from Transamerica Corporation,
printed in England by W.E. Berry Ltd., Bradford.,
75.7cm x 50.5cm. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
257. A vintage film poster, James Bond, Sean
Connery, You Only Live Twice, United Artists,
printed in England by Lonsdale & Bartholomew,
Nottingham, 75.5cm x 101.5cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
258. A vintage film poster, James Bond, George
Lazenby, 007, On Her Majesty’s Secret Service,
United Artists, 76.2cm x 51cm. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
259. A vintage film poster, James Bond, Sean
Connery, Never Say Never Again, Warner Bros.,
printed in England by W.E. Berry Ltd., Bradford.,
75cm x 101cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
260. An 18th century cast iron fireback, the
heavy gauge cast arch back with pediment of two
reclining putti either side of a floral basket, the central
scene of Bacchus in the guise of a putto riding a
barrel surrounded by grape laden vines all within
a scrolling floral border, 69cm high x 46cm wide.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 263
263. A late 18th/ 19th century ormolu mounted
Sevres style porcelain bleu celeste ground vase in
the Rococo taste, decorated with circular panels of
hand painted roses within richly gilded borders, the
mounted with scroll and pierced detail, 12cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 267
264. A George III satinwood and parquetry tea
caddy, circa 1790, of canted rectangular form, the
top with a fan roundel with alternate satinwood
and mahogany panels with barber’s pole stringing,
kingwood banding and a turned ivory finial, the
body with similar panelling and banding, the hinged
lid with lock, opening to a foil lined interior and
an interior mahogany lid with brass handle, 13cm
high x 13.5cm wide. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
265. A Victorian brass mounted walnut
stationary box, the hinged two-part front opening
to reveal a fitted interior with letter and envelope
compartments, the doors with brass ribbon studs
and a white ceramic notes tablet, a pen rest above
the single frieze drawer, the doors and drawer with
scrolling corner brass mounts and escutcheon,
26.5cm x 29cm. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
266. A neat sized George III burr wood and brass
lined octagonal shaped sewing box, the hinged cover
centred with an oval brass plaque bearing initials, the
front edge with an octagonal shaped plaque inscribed
‘Padrino a Figlioccia’, opening to a blue paper lined
fitted interior, 13cm wide x 5.6cm high x 7.5cm deep.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
267. A late 19th century oak games compendium,
the hinged cover and front panel opening to a
fitted interior with chessmen, draughts, detachable
chequer board and two lift out trays containing
cards, dice, domino’s and other accessories,
32.5cm wide x 17.5cm high x 21.5cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 268
268. Paraphrases upon the New Testament by
Erasmus (Desiderius), 1548, Vol.1, 5 parts in 1,
containing the Gospels and the Acts, with handwritten
ink frontispiece backed with a handwritten biography
of Eramus, the text beginning ‘the gospel of
S. Matthew Cap.xxi. fol.lxxxi’, ending in ‘the actes
of the Apostles Cap.xiiii fol.ccccclxxi’, bound inside
18th century full tan calf leather with five raised
band to the spine, with a 19th century auction lot
description stuck to the back of the front board,
31cm high.
Note: In 1547 Edward VI decreed that a copy of
Paraphrases should be acquired by every parish
church, as companion to the Great Bible of 1539.
The scarcity of this work can be attributed to the
efforts of Mary I of England in attempting to restore
the Vulgate Bible, leading to many copies of the
first and contemporary editions being destroyed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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CLOCKS

Lot 269
269. A Jaeger-LeCoultre gilt metal mantel
clock, model number 554, circa 1980, the gold
plated brass circular shaped clear perspex case
with gilt metal numerals and floating skeleton
spring winding jewelled movement with vertical
platform level escapement, on a rectangular
plinth, 15cm diameter x 15.5cm high, in
original box. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
270. A French late 18th / early 19th century and
later ‘Boulle’ style gilt bronze, cut brass and red
tortoiseshell bracket clock, the balloon shaped case
surmounted by a caddy top and floral urn mount,
the sides with glazed panels, the front door with a
relief of a ho-ho bird with c-scrolls, raised of four
scroll feet, the gilt circular brass dial with twelve
enamel Roman numerals and outer engraved Arabic
five minute markers, the later 20th century twin
barrel movement with anchor escapement striking
the full and half hours on a bell, with pendulum
and an associated winder, 62cm high x 30cm
wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 270
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271. A late 19th century gilt and silvered
bronze repeating carriage clock, the
case of round architectural form with a
domed sectional top with pineapple finial,
double scroll swing handle and push button
repeat, the corners with Corinthian columns
holding four curved bevelled glass panels,
the silvered mask enclosing a silvered
concave dial with applied gilt Roman
numerals, signed Rt (Robert) Bryson &
Sons, Edinburgh, the twin barrel movement
striking the half hour and hours on a coiled
steel gong, with silvered lever platform
escapement, with original fitted leather case
with glazed window and purple silk interior
and a period winder, 23cm high (including
handle), case 24cm high.
The movement is winding, ticking
and striking, the push repeat working
but not fully tested or guaranteed.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 271

272. A Victorian Gothic brass skeleton clock, the openwork
pointed arch gothic case on four bun feet mounted to an
ebonised oval base with glass dome (appears original), the
pierced chapter ring dial with black Roman numerals, the single
train barrel movement with anchor escapement and striking
on a bell with a Gothic halberd style hammer, with pendulum
and a period winder, clock 35cm high, 47cm high x 37cm wide
in total. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 272
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273. A late 19th century French gilt bronze
and porcelain mounted mantel clock, the case
of arched form surmounted by a twin handled urn
with acanthus scroll handles and foliate finial, the
breakarch body with full porcelain panels decorated
with a scene of a reclining female figure resting on
a globe with a putto to the front and panels with the
attributes of music and learning with floral swags to
the sides, on a plinth base over toupie feet, the dial
with black roman numerals and jewelled details, the
centre with a scene of Cupid, the twin train brass
movement striking on a bell, signed ‘Vincenti &
Cie’ and numbered ‘467, 69’, with pendulum also
stamped ‘467’ and associated key, raised on an
associated giltwood plinth with presentation plaque
dated 1880, 49cm high x 27cm wide including plinth.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
274. A late 19th/ early 20th century gilt metal
mantel clock, the circular dial with Arabic numerals
and garland detail, the twin train movement striking
on a coiled gong, within Art Nouveau case set
with four bevelled glass panels, 35.5cm high x
20.5cm wide. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
275. An early 20th century Dresden porcelain
figural mantel clock, the case of balloon form
decorated in vines blooming with roses topped with
a figural putti finial, flanked by a pair of figures
in 18th century dress, on a pale blue scrolling
bracket base also with rose vines, the white enamel
dial with blue Roman numerals and Arabic five
minute markers with pierced gilt hands, the single
barrel pendulum regulated timepiece movement,
underglazed blue double cross mark to the base,
41cm high x 38cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 273

276. An early 20th century mahogany and
marquetry mantel clock, of balloon form on a
square plinth base with four brass ball feet the front
with a single marquetry fan roundel to the trunk and
boxwood stringing, the round white enamel dial with
black Roman numerals, the single barrel timepiece
movement with converted platform escapement, 21cm
high x 12.5cm wide. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
277. A late 19th century French gilt bronze
mantel clock, the case of Rococo style, surmounted
by a foliate finial, the sides and front with pierced
quatrefoil trellis-work frets, raised on four scroll
feet, further mounted on a gilt base with moulded
scroll bracket feet, the gilt circular brass dial
with twelve enamel blue Roman numerals, the
twin train movement with outside countwheel,
striking the full and half hours on a bell,
41cm high x 32cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 274
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Lot 280
Lot 278
278. An early 20th century French clear glass
spherical shaped boudoir/ desktop clock, the
circular dial with Arabic numerals and subsidiary
seconds dial, within a paste and simulated
emerald style border, 7cm diameter x 6.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

280. A 19th century mahogany wall clock, the
circular enamel dial with Roman numerals and single
train fusée movement, overall 36cm diameter.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 281

Lot 279
279. An early 20th century Scottish brass wag-onthe-wall clock, the shield shaped dial with embossed
decoration of lion rampant and thistles, pendulum
and weights present, 46cm high x 41cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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281. A 19th century French gilt metal and white
marble clock garniture, the clock with circular
enamelled dial bearing Arabic numerals, the twin
train movement striking on a bell with urn-shaped
surmount set on a bowfronted four-column base with
acorn and chain ornamentation raised on five bun
feet, together with a pair of matching candlesticks,
the clock 42.5cm high x 19.5cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 282
282. A fine early 19th century rosewood cased musical quarter chiming gothic style bracket clock and wall
bracket, by Grohe, Wigmore Street, London, with signed silvered dial with black Roman numerals, strike/
silent indicator to the top, the case of pointed gothic arch form with a square tapering acanthus finial on a double
caddy top with gadrooned detail, the glazed door flanked by quadruple cluster columns with quatrefoil brackets
topped with tapering finials, on an inverted breakfront base with canted corners raised on bun feet, the sides and
rear door with pierced fretwork panels with silk backing, the triple barrel pendulum regulated brass mechanism
striking on eight bells and a coiled gong, the backplate signed ‘Grohe, Wigmore Street, London’, together with
the matching wall bracket, the top of inverted breakfront with canted corners, the supports of pointed scrolling
form with quatrefoil details, with pendulum, winder and key, the clock 70cm high x 44cm wide x 26cm deep, the
bracket 29cm high x 45cm wide.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
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WEDNESDAY 27TH APRIL
PRINTS

Lot 283
283. Three late 19th / early 20th century coloured
Sporting engravings, including ‘The Scotch
Gamekeeper’ and ‘The English Gamekeeper’, both
painted by Ansell and engraved by F. Stacpoole,
together with ‘Gillie and Deerhounds’ painted by
Fred Taylor and engraved by E. G. Hester, published
London June 4th 1883 by G. P. McQueen, 70 Berners
Street, Oxford Street, all mounted, framed and under
glass, the largest 96cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

284. A collection of eight 19th century and later
framed portrait engravings, including a full length
portrait of ‘The Most Noble William Robert Duke
of Leinster, Marquis of Kildare, Earl of Kildare &
Ophaly’, painted by M A Shee Esq. RA, engraved
by Clarles Turner, inside an ebonised gilt slip frame,
a full length portrait of ‘Lady Kinnaird’ published
by C. Richards 1824, in a ebonised gilt slip frame,
a full length portrait of Gainsbrough in Lords robes,
painted by J. Hollens, engraved by S. W. Reynolds,
in an ebonised gilt slip frame, a full length portrait
of Sir Francis Burdett, ‘To the People of England.’,
painted by JR Smith, engraved by W Wood Engraver
to HRH the Duke of York, Published May 29 1811 by
JR Smith 33 Newman Street Oxford Street London,
Second Fifty.’, in a gilt frame, a full length portrait of
‘His Grace The Late Duke of Wellington, Addressing
the House of Peers, July 16th 1852’, painted by
J. Munro, engraved by G. T. Payne, in a composite
frame, a mezzotint of ‘Innocence’ by Sir Joshua
Reynolds by Elizabeth Gulland, mounted in a silvered
frame with a presentation inscription in colour on
vellum to Lord and Lady Kinnaird, a three quarter
length portrait of ‘James Earl of Kildare’ dated 1754,
painted by J. Reynolds, engraved by J. M. Ardell,
in a gilt frame and a three quarter length portrait of
‘The Right Honorable William Ponsonby’, painted by
J S Copley RA, engraved by R Dunharton, inside an
ebonised composite frame, the largest 94cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 284
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287. Sir David Young Cameron RA RSA
(Scottish 1865-1945)
Ypres.
photogravure print, signed in pencil to lower right
margin.
18.5cm x 26.5cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
288. 18th Century English School
William Drummond of Hawthornden.
Mezzotint on paper, published 1 June 1766,
engraved by John Finlayson, after the painting by
Cornelius Johnson.
38.5cm x 28.5cm.
Mounted.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 285
285. AR Pat Douthwaite (Scottish 1934-2002)
The Sneers 74.
lithograph on paper, signed and numbered 4/10 in
pencil lower margin.
76.5cm x 50.5cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 286
286. Four 18th century coloured plates from
the ‘Collection of Etruscan, Greek and Roman
Antiquities from the Cabinet of The Hon.
W. Hamilton’, by Sir William Hamilton (1730-1803)
& Pierre-François Hugues, called D’Hancarville
(1719-1805), Naples 1766-67, including plates 116,
129, 110 (overwritten in ink) and 50 (handwritten in
ink), all four the original etchings with hand colouring
and centre fold line, each leaf approximately
48cm x 70cm, .
all mounted, two with label verso ‘Weinreb +
Douwma Ltd’, together with a 20th century framed
facsimile print of a similar subject (5).
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 289
289. After William H. Hopkins
(British fl. 1853-1890)
A set of the four seasons of scenes of heavy
horses at work.
etchings on paper, published ‘Oct 17th 1865 by
Lloyd Brothers & Co, 96 Grace Church Street’.
each 58cm x 87cm.
each mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
290. A large 19th century lithograph
of New York after John William Hill
(British / American 1812-1879),.
a hand coloured view of boats on the Hudson
river around Manhattan island, the margins
with inscriptions ‘Painted by J W Hill, Entered
according to Act of Congress, in the year 1855
by F & G W Smith, in the Clerk’s office of the
Southern District of New York, Published by
F and G W Smith, 59 Beekman Street, New York,
Engraved by C Mottram’, framed and under glass,
the image 96.5cm high x 147cm wide, overall
112cm high x 163cm wide including frame.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
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WATERCOLOURS
291. Attributed to Frederick Cruickshank
(British 1800-1868)
Two boys with a pony by the beach.
Watercolour on paper, unsigned.
32.5cm x 26.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
292. Early 20th Century British School
Kenneth Fitzgerald Kinnaird, 12th Lord Kinnaird,
4th Baron Kinnaird (Scottish 1880-1972),
in a cricket outfit.
Watercolour on paper, signed with initials ‘WH’
lower right.
50cm x 29.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
Lot 291

Lot 293
293. AR Cecil Arthur Hunt VPRWS RBA
(British 1873-1965)
Avigliana.
Tempera on paper/card, signed ‘C A Hunt’ lower left.
26cm x 37.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
Label verso: Nigel Stacy-Marks Ltd, 23 George Street,
Perth, Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1942.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 292
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Lot 294
294. Michel Terrasse (French 1928-2002)
Nature morte or et argent.
Gouache on paper, signed ‘M Terrasse’ and dated ‘63.
42.5cm x 60.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
Label verso: Wildenstein & Co., Ltd, 147 New Bond
Street, London, Michel Terrasse Exhibition, 1963,
Cat. No. 33.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 295
295. Early 20th Century British School
The Projected Alterations at Rossie Priory for the
Lord Kinnaird, for Lutyens & Greenwood FFRIBA
Architects.
Watercolour and pencil on paper, signed indistinctly
lower right ink ‘J Caithe?’.
50.5cm x 71cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 296
296. AR John Arthur Machray Hay
(British 1887-1960)
Portrait believed to be Kenneth FitzGerald Kinnaird,
12th Lord Kinnaird (1880-1972).
charcoal on paper, signed and dated 1918.
60.5cm x 46cm.
mounted, framed and under glass;.
together with two watercolour sketches by the same
hand of two young boys, the larger framed piece is
believed to be of Graham Charles Kinnaird, 13th
Lord Kinnaird of Inchture, 5th Baron Kinnaird of
Rossie (1912-1997) and the smaller unframed piece
is possibly of Patrick Kinnaird (1898-1948), both
signed with monogram ‘DV?’ and dated 1929 & 1913
respectively and also with a late 19th / early 20th
century pencil and chalk pastel sketch of a young
girl, probably also a family member of the Lords of
Kinnaird (4).
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 297
297. AR Mary Holden Bird (Scottish d.1978)
Christmas morning.
watercolour, signed with initials lower left.
32cm x 50cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
298. AR Mary Holden Bird (Scottish d.1978)
Sands of Morar.
watercolour, signed with initials lower left.
33.5cm x 50.5cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
299. AR Frank Watson Wood (British 1862-1953)
Dalginross.
watercolour on paper, signed and dated ‘82 lower
right, titled lower left.
26cm x 36.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 298
300. William Pitt (British c.1818 - c.1900)
Fishermens cottages by the shore.
watercolour on paper, signed, monogrammed and
dated 1895 lower left.
58.5cm x 89.5cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
301. AR Martin Hardie CBE RE RI VPRI RSW
(British 1875-1952)
El Grao, fisherman tending their boats.
watercolour, signed lower right.
24cm x 33cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
302. James Alfred Aitken ARHA RSW
(Scottish 1846-1897)
Coastal scene.
watercolour, signed lower left.
24cm x 34cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 300
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Lot 303
303. William McTaggart RSA RSW
(Scottish 1835-1910)
Shrimping, Machrihanish.
Watercolour on paper, signed and dated
1878 lower right.
36cm x 52cm.
Framed and under glass.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
304. AR Sir Muirhead Bone
(Scottish 1876-1953)
Vigo.
Watercolour and pencil on paper, signed
and titled lower right.
18cm x 24.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
305. Early 20th century Scottish School
A seated fisherman.
en grisaille watercolour on paper, an
indistinct inscription top right.
34cm x 25cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 304
306. Early 20th century
Scottish School
A man in a hat.
en grisaille watercolour on
paper, unsigned.
20cm x 16cm.
mounted, framed and
under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

307. Late 19th century
British School
A head study of an Eastern
Orthodox bishop.
charcoal on paper, unsigned.
32.5cm x 25cm.
mounted, framed and
under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
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308. Howard Ashman Patterson
(American 1891-1970)
Portrait sketch of a young lady in a hat.
chalk pastel on paper, signed and dated 1931
lower right.
37cm x 27cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

313. Early 20th century French School
La Provence.
Watercolour on paper, initialled ‘RV’,
titled and dated 1906.
17cm x 12cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
314. Early 20th century British School
The Heather Track.
Chalk pastel on paper, signed indistinctly lower right.
22cm x 37cm.
Framed and under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 309
309. AR Sir Robin J. Philipson RA PRSA FRSA
RSW RGI DLitt LLD (Scottish 1916-1992)
Still Life with Fish.
watercolour, signed upper right.
50cm x 65cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
Label verso: Aitken Dott & Son, inscribed on label
painted 1950-52.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
310. 18th century Dutch School
Sketches of horses and chickens.
Ink on paper, unsigned.
11.5cm x 16cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
311. Late 19th century Continental School
A view of a monastery above an alpine lake.
Watercolour on paper, signed ‘R.Sighthode?’ and
dated ‘/85’ bottom left.
45.5cm x 32cm.
Mounted and framed.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 315
315. James A Hood for Sir Robert Stodart Lorimer
KBE (Scottish 1864-1929)
Five architectural drawings for Midfield House and
Lodge, Lasswade, Midlothian.
Ink and watercolour on paper, signed and annotated,
four dated 1914, the lodge dated 1928.
The largest 65cm long.
Each Mounted, framed, four under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

312. George Clare (British 1830-1900)
Still life of grapes, apple and holly.
Watercolour on paper, signed ‘G Clare’ lower right.
24cm x 34.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
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318. Reginald Augustus Wymer
(British 1849-1935)
Uniforms of the Hussars and Dragoon Guards.
watercolour and gouache on paper, initialled lower
left.
33cm x 22.5cm.
Mounted, framed and under glass.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 316
316. Tom Scott RSA RSW (Scottish 1854-1927)
Wick, Caithness.
watercolour, signed and dated 1918 lower right.
25cm x 35cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
317. AR John Murray Thomson RSA RSW PSSA
(Scottish 1885-1974)
Two Bullfinches on a branch of blossom.
watercolour, signed lower right.
34.5cm x 49.5cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 319
319. Patrick Downie RSW (Scottish 1854-1945)
Shipping, probably on the Clyde.
watercolour, signed lower right.
25cm x 34.5cm.
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 317
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OIL PAINTINGS

Lot 320
320. Edward Brice Stanley Montefiore
(British fl.1872-1909)
A fallow doe.
Oil on canvas, signed ‘E.B.S.Montefiore’ and dated
‘82 lower left.
49cm x 39.5cm.
Framed.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 321

321. Charles Halkerston Woolford
(Scottish 1864-1934)
Hawthornden Castle.
Oil on canvas, signed ‘C H Woolford’ lower right.
94cm x 69cm.
Framed.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
322. Joseph Henderson RSW (Scottish 1832-1908)
Fishing from the rocks.
Oil on canvas, signed lower left ‘J Henderson’.
91cm x 65cm.
Framed.
Note: Joseph Henderson RSW (1832-1908) had
two artist sons, Joseph Morris Henderson RSA
(1863-1936) and John Henderson (1860-1924). He
also had a daughter, Marjory Henderson, who married
the Scottish painter, William McTaggart. The tighter
and less expressive painting style of this work and
the signature have led to the attribution to Joseph
Henderson Snr.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 323

Lot 324

323. 18th Century
Scottish School
A three-quarter length portrait of a
gentleman in a blue jacket.
Oil on canvas, unsigned.
74cm x 61.5cm.
Framed and under glass.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

324. 19th Century
Scottish School
A three-quarter length oval
portrait of a young lady in a white
dress and shawl.
Oil on canvas, unsigned.
69cm x 56cm.
Framed.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

325. Thomas Hope McKay
(Scottish fl.1870-1930)
Sheep grazing in a riverside
meadow.
oil on canvas, signed lower right.
24cm x 29.5cm.
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
326. AR J. D. Henderson
(Scottish 20th century)
Summer lane with figures
walking.
oil on board, signed lower right.
52cm x 71.5cm.
framed.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
327. AR J. D. Henderson
(Scottish 20th century)
Autumn at Cathkin.
oil on board, signed lower right,
inscribed verso.
44.5cm x 60cm.
framed.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 325
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330. AR John Murray Thomson RSA RSW PSSA
(Scottish 1885-1974)
Portrait of a horse.
oil on canvas board, inscribed verso.
24cm x 34.5cm.
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 328
328. AR J. D. Henderson (Scottish 20th century)
Eilean Donan Castle.
oil on board, signed lower right, inscribed on label
verso.
44.5cm x 60cm.
framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 331
331. David Gauld RSA (Scottish 1867-1936)
Farm building.
Oil on canvas, signed lower left.
60cm x 90cm.
Framed and under glass.
Note: These farm buildings are extremely similar to
another larger oil on canvas composition by Gauld
with a scene at the base of Stirling Castle.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 329
329. AR Pam Carter (Scottish b.1952)
Flight to Barra.
oil on canvas, signed lower right.
78.5cm x 78.5cm.
framed.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 332
332. AR George Telfer Bear (Scottish 1874-1973)
Floral still life with bowl of fruit.
Oil on canvas, signed lower right.
60cm x 50cm.
Framed and under glass.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 333
333. 19th century Italian School
Heading to market, path with figures, horse,
castle and goats.
oil on canvas.
36.5cm x 52.5cm.
framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 335

Lot 334
334. 19th century Italian School
The city wall and quayside with market
scene of figures.
oil on canvas.
36cm x 60.5cm.
framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

335. Late 19th century Continental School
Still life with fruit and flowers, and another, a pair.
each oil on canvas.
33cm x 45cm and 34.5cm x 46.5cm respectively.
each framed.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
336. British First World War School
Portrait of Pte C. D. Ayre, D.C.M. Stretcher Bearer
RAMC 1914-19.
oil on board, signed with monogram ‘SS’ lower left.
24cm x 19cm.
Framed and under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 339

Lot 337

339. Isaac Henzell (British 1815-1876)
The Bait Gatherer.
Oil on canvas, monogrammed ‘IH’ and dated ‘69
lower right.
34.5cm x 44.5cm.
Framed.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

337. 19th century Scottish School
After ‘The Refusal’ by Sir David Wilkie RA
(Scottish 1785-1841).
Oil on canvas, signed indistinctly ‘J Alexander /
Fraser?’ lower left.
59.5cm x 49cm.
Framed.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
338. C. Spencer (Late 19th century British School)
A three-quarter length portrait of a gentleman in
17th century dress.
Oil on canvas, signed lower right.
59.5cm x 49.5cm.
Framed.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
Lot 340
340. AR James Somerville (Scottish b.1936)
Still life.
oil on canvas, signed lower right.
62cm x 74.5cm.
framed.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 341
341. Follower of Barend Cornelis Koekkoek
(Dutch 1803-1862)
Figures walking by a canal.
Oil on panel, unsigned.
19.5cm x 28cm.
Framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 343
343. AR J. D. Henderson (Scottish 20th century)
Still life, the brass kettle.
oil on canvas board, signed lower left and dated ‘95.
49cm x 59cm.
framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
344. C.B. Ward (19th century British School)
Fishing in the Highlands.
oil on canvas, signed with initials and dated 1888
lower left, inscribed on label verso.
29cm x 39cm.
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
345. George William Thornley (French 1857-1935)
A Misty Day.
Oil on canvas, signed lower right.
34cm x 28.5cm.
Framed.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)

Lot 342
342. AR J. D. Henderson (Scottish 20th century)
Still life, anemones and glass.
oil on canvas board, signed lower right.
21.5cm x 28.5cm.
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 348
348. Late 19th century British School
A country cottage with a woman feeding hens.
Oil on canvas, signed indistinctly lower right and
dated ‘91.
70cm x 90cm.
Framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 346
346. 19th century Continental School,
in the 17th century style
Floral still life.
oil on panel, unsigned.
16.5cm x 12cm.
Framed.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 349
349. Robert Houston RSW (Scottish 1891-1942)
Cart horse and haystacks in winter.
Oil on canvas, signed lower left.
60cm x 75.5cm.
Framed.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
Lot 347
347. Robert William Arthur Rouse
(British fl.1882 - c.1929)
On the Stour, Kent.
Oil on canvas, signed ‘R.W. Arthur Rouse’ lower left
and dated ‘95.
64.5cm x 100cm.
Framed.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 350
350. William Pratt (Scottish 1855-1936)
Shepherd, young girl and sheep.
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1934 lower right.
39cm x 49cm.
framed.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
351. Late 19th / early 20th century
Russian / Scandinavian School
A winter scene of a cottage in the snow.
Oil on canvas, signed indistinctly lower right.
50cm x 75.5cm.
Framed.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 354
354. Early 19th century Scottish School
A scene of skaters on a frozen pond.
oil on canvas, unsigned, black code stencil to the
stretcher verso.
69cm x 90cm.
Framed.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

352. AR Craig Campbell (Scottish b.1960)
Hogan pitching onto the 6th green at Carnoustie
during the 1953 Open.
oil on board, signed and dated ‘07 lower right.
59cm x 51.5cm.
framed.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 355
355. Late 17th / early 18th century Dutch School
A scene of a tavern courtyard with peasants dancing.
oil on canvas, unsigned, black code stencil to the
stretcher verso.
86.5cm x 109.5cm.
Framed - See detail on front cover.
£700-1000 (+24%BP*)
Lot 353
353. James Elder Christie (Scottish 1847-1914)
Looking towards North Berwick, East Lothian.
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1886 faintly lower
middle right.
53cm x 86.5cm.
framed.
Label verso: The Fine Art Society,
148 New Bond Street, London, Sept 1972.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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SILVER & ELECTROPLATE
356. Pair of early 20th century electroplated
Corinthian column table lamps, the stepped square
plinths with embossed decoration of twin-handled
urns and drapery, overall 82cm high, the lamp section
64cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 357
357. A Victorian silver plated soup tureen, maker
William Hutton & Son, circa 1850, of oval form
with twin handles on an oval plinth base, the cover
with a domed top with oval urn finial, engraved with
a heraldic crab above a coronet, 30cm high x 44cm
long.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £60-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 358
358. A late Victorian silver inkwell desk stand,
maker Thomas Bradbury & Sons, London 1897, of
rounded rectangular form with gadrooned rim with
shell and acanthus moulded corners, on four acanthus
bracket paw feet, the top with two recessed pen trays
and two silver mounted square cut crystal inkwells
with matching marks and gadrooned rims to the silver
lids, with top with presentation inscription ‘Presented
to The Lord & Lady Kinnaird, By the Employés of
Rossie Estate, To commemorate their Silver Wedding,
19th August 1900’, 26cm long x 19cm wide,
approximately 905g (excluding inkwells), 29.1 oz t.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 359
359. A William IV Scottish provincial silver
table cruet, maker Alexander Cameron of Dundee,
Edinburgh 1834, a four compartment cruet with a
central double scroll handle, on a square base with
gadrooned rim on four ball feet, 28cm high x 23cm
square, approximately 1324g, 42.5 oz t.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 360
360. An early 19th century Scottish provincial
silver ladle, maker William Clark, Greenock, circa
1810, Scottish ‘Old English’ pattern, the handle with
rubbed engraving, approximately 196g or 6.3oz t,
38.5cm long. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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365. A George V novelty silver mounted button
hook and shoehorn set of Golfing interest,
Birmingham, 1912, makers mark of Adie & Lovekin,
formed as vintage golf clubs with realistically reeded
whipping to the shafts and wood heads, in original
fitted case, shoehorn 18.5cm long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
366. Two unusual Edwardian silver Military
badges, London, 1903, makers mark of G.L.Connell,
embossed with Lion Rampant crest and Baron’s
Coronet surmount, mounted on red cloth, the badges
10cm x 7.5cm (2). £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 361
361. A Scottish Edwardian silver dish ring, maker
Brooks & Sons, Edinburgh 1910, of typical form with
a pierced scene of a man working in an orchard next
a cottage, a shepherd girl with sheep and a swan in a
moat, all flanked by scalloped c-scroll and fruit, with
green glass liner, approximately 495g or 15.9oz t,
20cm in diameter. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

367. Puiforcat, a pair of French Art Deco
silver plated bowls on integral stands, stamped
marks, overall diameter 20cm x 7cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
368. A George V silver twin handled trophy cup,
maker William Hutton & Sons Ltd, Sheffield 1912,
engraved to one side with monogram ‘JG’, the other
with a presentation inscription from the Erskine &
Inchinnan Agricultural Society to John Gibb dated
1919, 22cm high, approximately 842g, 27.0 oz t.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 362
362. A George V silver matched three piece tea
set, maker Lee & Wigfull (Henry Wigfull), Sheffield
1918-21, of partially gadrooned oval form, teapot
17cm high, approximately 918g, 29.5 oz t.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
363. Jocelyn Burton, a silver plated circular box
and cover, the detachable cover with embossed
decoration of sea shells, stamped marks, 8cm
diameter x 3cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
364. An Arts & Crafts white metal mounted
cut glass circular powder jar and cover, the
hammered cover set with an oval turquoise cabochon,
stamped BRIAN, 925, 11cm diameter x 7.5cm high.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 369
369. An Elizabeth II silver Hanoverian pattern
part canteen, maker James Dixon & Sons Ltd,
Sheffield 1957, all handles engraved with initial ‘W’,
comprising 12 table forks, 2 dessert forks, 6 dessert
spoons, 12 soup spoons and two matched plated
sauce ladles, inside a fitted blue velvet lined canteen
side cabinet with hinged top and singe long drawer,
together with later 12 silver handled table knives and
12 dessert knives, maker Terry Shaverin, Sheffield
2008, the handles unengraved, the table forks 21cm
long, the canteen side cabinet 77 high x 60cm wide,
approximately 1871g (excluding the knives and
ladles), 60.2 oz t. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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370. A George V silver
canteen, maker Walker
& Hall, Sheffield 1922,
Old English pattern,
the handles engraved
with a Gothic initial ‘L’,
comprising twelve table
forks, six table spoons,
eleven dessert forks, twelve
dessert spoons, twelve
spoon soups, two sauce
lades, a soup ladle, twelve
teaspoons, sugar tongs,
five egg spoons, twelve
ivory handled table knives
and dessert knives, inside
a twin handled mahogany
case with hinged lid and
lower front drawer, the table
knives 24cm long, the case
48cm long, approximately
4072g (excluding knives),
130.9oz t.
£1200-1800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 370
371. A Victorian silver salver, maker Henry
Wilkinson & Co, London 1868, of lobed round
form, with pierced border and beaded rims, the
plate with wide engraved scrolling foliate and
strapwork border around a monogram ‘JDL’,
on three bracket feet, the base also stamped
with number ‘7862’ and trade mark diamond,
27cm in diameter, approximately 526g,
16.9 oz t. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 371
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Lot 372
372. A George III pair of two bottle wine coaster
carriages, the silver wine coasters all maker Thomas
Robins, London 1812, with gadrooned bodies with
moulded gadrooned rims with acanthus and shell
details, with turned fruitwood bases with central
roundels engraved with a heraldic wyvern concealing
the screw attachments, the plated stands in the form
of a double wheeled carriage with an articulated front
axle with a turned ivory topped pull handle, each
41cm long. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
373. A group of three George V silver pieces,
including a silver tea caddy, maker Robert Stewart,
London 1914, of barrel form with twin handles and a
hinged cover, the body engraved with the initial ‘B’,
11cm high, together with a silver sugar caster, maker
Deakin & Francis Ltd, Birmingham 1913, 15cm
high and an Art Deco silver covered cut crystal jam
pot, maker Frank Cobb & Co Ltd, Sheffield 1934,
of stepped design with carved ivory finial, 10cm
high, approximately 310g (excluding cut crystal),
10.0 oz t. £60-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 374
374. A George V silver four piece tea set,
Birmingham, 1933, makers mark of RS, of plain
octagonal shape, gross weight 54.3 troy ozs.
£600-900 (+24%BP*)

375. A collection of silver, to include; a pair of sauce
boats, Sheffield, 1934, makers mark of RS, 19.5cm
long, a pair of circular bonbon dishes on pedestal foot,
Sheffield, 1913, makers mark of W&H, 9cm diameter,
a silver pedestal bonbon dish, Birmingham, 1912,
makers mark of ESB, 10.5cm diameter x 8cm high, a
silver oil burner and cover, Edinburgh, 1973, makers
mark of JH&S, a silver sugar caster, Sheffield, 1934,
makers mark of RS, 17.5cm high, a silver and blue
enamel cigarette case, Birmingham, 1927, makers
mark of H&A, and silver hexagonal shaped bonbon
dish, marks rubbed, gross weight 34.4 troy ozs (9).
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
376. Two early 20th century silver part dressing
table sets, one with green engine turned enamel
detail, gross weight 28.3 troy ozs. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
377. An early 20th century silver photograph
frame, maker John Septimus Beresford, London
1886, of rectangular form with pierced floral
border with putti, with purple velvet backing and a
scrolling wire easel support, 13.5cm high x 9.5cm
wide. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
378. Two late 19th / early 20th century silver
hand mirrors, the first of oval form, the back and
handle embossed with a scene of putti in clouds,
maker Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co, London
1897, the second of round form with serpentine
edge with moulded egg and dart rim, maker’s
mark rubbed, Birmingham 1911, the larger 28.5cm
long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 379
379. A pair of Victorian silver mounted claret jugs,
maker Hirons, Plante & Co, Birmingham 1866 &
1870, the tall necks mounted in an elaborate vinous
design with vine handles and grape finial topped boat
shaped spouts and covers, the ovoid bodies of faceted
cut crystal, each 29cm high. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 380
380. A pair of Victorian silver wine coasters,
maker probably Creswick & Co (Charles Favell),
Sheffield 1868, with wide pierced scrolling borders
and moulded vinous rims, the turned fruitwood
bases with central roundel engraved with monogram
‘RM’, each 20cm in diameter, approximately 649g,
20.8 oz t. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 382
382. Four 20th century silver photograph frames,
including two oval examples, a serpentine rectangular
example and a rectangular example with a twist knot
reeded border, all with folding easel backs, the largest
24.5cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 381
381. An Elizabeth II five piece silver tea and coffee
set, Birmingham, 1960, 1961 and 1963, makers mark
of Adie Brothers, comprising tea pot, coffee pot, hot
water jug, twin handled sugar bowl and cover and a
milk jug, in a fitted case, gross weight 82.4 troy ozs.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 383
383. A George V silver and ivory dessert canteen,
maker Harrison Brothers & Howson (George
Howson), Sheffield 1926, comprising twelve dessert
spoons, twelve dessert forks and eleven dessert
knives, the ivory panelled handles with reeded mounts
and shell terminals, inside a fitted two lift out tray
brass bound mahogany case, the knives 19.5cm
long, the case 32cm wide, approximately 1561g,
50.2 oz t. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 384
384. A George V silver Old English pattern canteen, maker Brook & Son, London 1901/2, all handles
engraved with a heraldic standing swallow / swift, comprising 24 table forks, 12 table spoons, 18 dessert forks,
18 dessert spoons, 12 teaspoons and three sauce ladles, inside a fitted blue velvet lined brass mounted oak case
with a single lift out tray, together with five other pieces of small silver flatware, the table forks 20cm long, the
case 47.5cm long, approximately 5184g, 166.7 oz t. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 385
385. A George III Irish silver gravy spoon, maker
Richard Sawyer, Dublin 1809, in pointed Old English
pattern with bright-cut edging to the handle with
star and oval cartouche with initial ‘R’, 33cm long,
approximately 112g, 3.58 oz t. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 388
388. An Edwardian silver salver, maker Henry
Stratford Ltd, London 1906, with moulded rim
with c-scroll and shell design, on three ball and
claw feet, the top with presentation inscription,
33.5cm in diameter, approximately 908g,
29.2 oz t. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 386
386. A Victorian silver mounted scent bottle, maker
Sampson Mordan & Co, London 1884, the body of
square form with a domed lid, the glass scent bottle
lacking stopper, 5.5cm high, approximately 40g,
1.25 oz t. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
387. A George V golfing interest novelty egg cup,
maker Birmingham Medal Co, Birmingham 1928, the
top rim with moulded egg and dart design, supported
by three golf clubs, the round base engraved with
presentation inscription ‘Presented by the Dunlop
Sports Co Ltd’, 7cm high, approximately 22g,
0.7 oz t. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 389
389. An Irish silver four piece cafe au lait set,
maker Royal Irish Silver Co / Ltd, Dublin 1968, 1970
& 1971, London Import marks, comprising a coffee
pot, hot milk pot, sugar and cream, in the 18th century
style, coffee pot 22cm high, approximately 1510g,
48.5 oz t. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF SCOTTISH PROVINCIAL
ABERDEEN SILVER
395. A pair of Scottish Provincial silver shoe
buckles, James Wildgoose, Aberdeen, c.1770, both
struck IW, with pierced foliate borders and steel
tongues, 6.3cm x 5.9cm. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
Lot 390
390. A rare Scottish Provincial silver Hanoverian
pattern three prong fork, Robert Cruikshank,
Aberdeen, c.1705, struck AB, RC, C, engraved
with crest. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 391
391. A Scottish Provincial silver marrow scoop
with twisted stem, John Leslie, Aberdeen, c.1780,
struck IL twice, 25.3cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
392. A Scottish Provincial silver mote spoon,
George Cooper, Aberdeen, c.1745, struck GC,
15.5cm long. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 396
396. A Scottish Provincial silver wine funnel stand,
Peter Ross, Aberdeen, c.1820, of plain circular
form with reeded border and domed centre, engraved
with crest and motto, struck PR, 9cm diameter.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
397. A Scottish Provincial silver Old English
pattern serving spoon, John Leslie, Aberdeen,
c.1790, struck IL, ABD, engraved with initial R.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 398
Lot 393
393. A Scottish Provincial silver flower vase,
James Erskine Aberdeen, c.1795, of tapered
cylindrical form with embossed decoration, stuck fist
with dagger and E, 14.4cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
394. A Scottish Provincial silver incurved Old
English pattern caddy spoon, c.1805, makers mark
of J&I, with fluted scalloped shaped bowl, engraved
with initials JB, 7.7cm long. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

398. A Scottish Provincial silver Old English
pattern soup ladle, John Ewan, Aberdeen, c.1800,
struck JoE, ABD, JoE. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
399. A Scottish Provincial silver Fiddle pattern
gravy spoon, George & Alexander Booth,
Aberdeen, c.1830, struck GB, AB, GB, AB, engraved
with initials. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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400. A Scottish Provincial silver Fiddle pattern
gravy spoon, Rettie & Son, Aberdeen, c.1840,
struck R&S, A, B, D, engraved with initial M.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 401
401. A Scottish Provincial silver short Fiddle
pattern fish slice, George & Alexander Booth,
Aberdeen, c.1830, with pierced blade and threaded
border, struck GB, ABD, AB, engraved with initial.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
402. A Scottish Provincial silver Old English
pattern soup ladle, James Erskine, Aberdeen,
c.1800, struck E, three castles, fist with dagger,
engraved with initial K. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
403. A Scottish Provincial silver long-handled
Fiddle pattern soup ladle, James Erskine,
Aberdeen, c.1792, struck fist with dagger, E, three
castles, engraved with initial M. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

407. Six Scottish Provincial silver Fiddle pattern
table spoons, Aberdeen, late 18th/ early 19th
century, comprising; a pair, James Walker, struck
Walker, Ab, er, de, en, one struck WJ, A,B,D, WJ,
WJ, WJ, three with London hallmarks, 1842, each
struck GJ, all engraved with initials, 13 troy ozs.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
408. Four Scottish Provincial silver jam/ sugar
spoons, Aberdeen, early 19th century, to include;
a Fiddle pattern with twist stem, William Jamieson,
c.1815, another Fiddle pattern, William Whitecross,
c.1820, engraved, a Paddle pattern, William Jamieson,
c.1825, engraved, and a Fiddle pattern, George
Jamieson, 1851, assayed London, 2.3 troy ozs (4).
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
409. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver cruet
spoons, Aberdeen, late 18th/ early 19th century, to
include; a Fiddle pattern cream ladle, Rettie & Son,
c.1835, struck R&S, A, B, D, a Fiddle pattern cream/
mustard ladle, Rettie & Son, struck R&S, A, B, D,
engraved M, a small mustard spoon, James Erskine,
c.1795, engraved T, a mustard spoon, Nathaniel
Gillet, c.1790, a salt ladle, John Ewen, c.1800,
engraved A, a mustard spoon, James Pirie, c.1825,
engraved C, a pair of salt ladles, Nathaniel Gillet,
c.1795, engraved with crest, and a pair of egg spoons,
James Erskine, c.1810, engraved H, 3 troy ozs(10).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

404. Three George III Scottish Provincial silver
punch ladles, Aberdeen, comprising; Nathaniel
Gillet, c.1790, struck NG, the bowl with presentation
inscription, with baleen twist handle, James Erskine,
c.1795, stuck E, fist with dagger, three castles, the
bowl engraved with initials, with baleen twist handle,
and William Jamieson, c.1810, struck WJ, with turned
wooden handle (3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

410. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver
teaspoons and mote spoons, Aberdeen, late 18th/
19th century, to include, four teaspoons and mote
spoon, James Begg, Old English pattern, c.1805,
engraved, four teaspoons and mote spoon, William
Byres, Old English pattern, c.1795, engraved,
three Paddle pattern teaspoons and mote spoon,
James Begg, c.1840, engraved, 6 troy ozs (14).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

405. Three Scottish Provincial silver table
spoons, Aberdeen, late 18th/ early 19th century,
comprising; one Old English pattern, John Leslie,
c.1780, struck IL, ABD, three castles, one Old English
pattern, J. Leslie, c.1790, struck four times, and
one Fiddle pattern, stuck six times, GJ, ABD, with
London hallmarks for 1854, all engraved with initials,
6 troy ozs (3). £40-80 (+24%BP*)

411. Two sets of six Scottish silver teaspoons,
Glasgow, 19th century, to include, six George
Edward & Son, 1866, six others dated 1884, together
with a silver butter knife, George Jamieson & Son,
c.1860, and an Aberdeen butter knife, William
Jamieson, c.1825, gross weight 10.4 troy ozs (14).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

406. Two Scottish Provincial silver fruit spoons,
Aberdeen, c.1795, one John Leslie, struck IL, thistle,
gothic n, the other N. Gillet, struck three times,
both with embossed bowls and chased handles (2).
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
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412. Two sets of six Scottish Provincial silver
teaspoons, Aberdeen, early 19th century, to include;
six Fiddle pattern teaspoons, James Pirie, c.1825, six
Fiddle pattern teaspoons and a preserve spoon, James
Emslie, c.1840, and a set of six Edinburgh Fiddle
pattern teaspoons, William McKenzie, 1812, all
engraved, 8.5 troy ozs (18). £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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413. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver
teaspoons, Aberdeen, late 18th century, to include;
a pair of Old English pattern spoons, James Gordon,
c.1775, engraved, an Old English pattern spoon,
James Gordon, c.1775, engraved, an Old English
pattern spoon, John Leslie, c.1780, an Old English
pattern spoon, John Leslie, c.1785, engraved, and an
Old English pattern spoon, William Jamieson, c.1810,
engraved, 2.4 troy ozs (6). £30-70 (+24%BP*)
414. Two pairs of Scottish Provincial silver toddy
ladles, Aberdeen, early 19th century, to include; a
pair of Fiddle pattern ladles, George Jamieson, 1842,
assayed Edinburgh, engraved K, and a pair of Fiddle
pattern ladles, William Jamieson, c.1825, engraved M,
4.3 troy ozs (4). £70-150 (+24%BP*)
415. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver
ladles, Aberdeen, late 18th/ early 19th century, to
include; an Old English pattern sauce ladle, James
Smith, c.1785, engraved, an Old English pattern sauce
ladle, Nathaniel Gillet, c.1790, engraved, an Old
English pattern sauce ladle with pointed end, James
Gordon, c.1780, engraved, a Fiddle pattern sieved
ladle, Peter Ross, c.1820, engraved, a Fiddle pattern
sifter ladle, James Erskine, c.1800, an Old English
pattern sifter ladle, John Leslie, c.1790, engraved, and
a small Old English pattern sugar sifter ladle, James
Erskine, c.1795, 6.2 troy ozs (7). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 420
420. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver Old
English pattern tablespoons, William Jamieson,
Aberdeen, c.1825, struck WJ, ABD, 10.8 troy ozs (6).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

416. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver
teaspoons, Aberdeen, late 18th century, to include;
a set of six teaspoons, James Erskine, c.1795, a
set of six teaspoons, Nathaniel Gillet, c.1795, a set
of four teaspoons, John Leslie, c.1785, and a set
of four teaspoons, David Izat, 1795, all engraved
7.3 troy ozs (20). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
417. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver
teaspoons and egg spoons, Aberdeen, early 19th
century, to include; a set of six Fiddle pattern
teaspoons, George Jamieson, 1849, assayed London,
engraved, and a set of six Fiddle pattern egg
spoons, George Booth, c.1820, 6.2 troy ozs (12).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
418. Three sets of six Scottish Provincial silver
teaspoons, Aberdeen, early 19th century, to
include; six Fiddle pattern teaspoons, Alexander
Grant, c.1825, six Paddle pattern teaspoons William
Jamieson, c.1825, and six Fiddle and shell teaspoons,
Rettie & Son, c.1841, all engraved, 9.1 troy ozs (18).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
419. A Scottish Provincial silver Old English
pattern cream ladle, possibly Richard Wilkie,
Aberdeen, c.1830, struck, thistle, duty and RW,
together with an Old English pattern tablespoon,
James Law, c.1774, struck JL, ABD, both engraved
with initials (2). £30-70 (+24%BP*)

Lot 421
421. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver Paddle
pattern toddy ladles, James Erskine, Aberdeen,
c.1795, all struck twice, engraved with initial A (6).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
422. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver Old
English Pattern dessert spoons, Alexander
Thomson, Aberdeen, c.1775, struck AT, ABDN,
engraved with crest and motto possibly that of Moir,
7.3 troy ozs (6). £70-150 (+24%BP*)
423. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver Fiddle
pattern table forks, Rettie & Son, Aberdeen,
1837/ 38, struck R&B, A, B, D, with four Edinburgh
hallmarks, engraved with initials, 13.5 troy ozs (6).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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424. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver Fiddle
pattern dessert spoons, Peter Ross, Aberdeen,
c.1820, struck PR, A, B, D, N, engraved with initials,
6.4 troy ozs (6). £40-80 (+24%BP*)
425. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver
tablespoons, James Erskine, Aberdeen, c.1795,
struck fist and dagger, E, three castles, engraved with
initials, 13.2 troy ozs (6). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
426. A set of six Scottish Provincial silver
fiddle pattern dessert spoons, James Erskine,
Aberdeen, c.1800, stuck E, fist with dagger, three
castles, engraved with initials, 5.2 troy ozs (6).
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
427. Four various Scottish Provincial silver
dessert spoons, Aberdeen, late 18th century, to
include; a Old English spoon, James Smith, struck
JS, gothic letter and dog, c.1780, engraved, and three
Old English pattern spoons, James Erskine, c.1800,
3 troy ozs (4). £30-70 (+24%BP*)

428. A collection of Scottish Provincial silver
masking spoons and teaspoons, Aberdeen,
18th century, to include; an Old English pattern
masking spoon, John Leslie, c.1790, engraved, an
Old English pattern masking spoon, Peter Lambert,
c.1805, engraved, a pair of spoons, James Gordon,
c.1795, engraved, a single spoon, James Gordon,
c.1795, engraved, a single spoon, Coline Allan,
c.1760, engraved and a single spoon George
Robertson, c1715, engraved 2.5 troy ozs (7).
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
429. Four various Scottish Provincial silver sugar
tongs, Aberdeen, early 19th century, to include;
a pair, David Izat, c.1815, engraved, a pair Peter
Ross, c.1820, a pair Rettie & Sons, c.1830 and a pair
George Sangster, c.1857, engraved, 4.7 troy ozs (4).
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
430. Seven silver reference books, to include;
I.E. James, The Goldsmiths of Aberdeen 1450-1850
and six others (7). £50-100 (+24%BP*)

GOLD, JEWELLERY & WATCHES

Lot 431
431. An early 20th century yellow metal propelling
pencil by S. Mordan & Co Makers, with engine
turned detail, the detachable screw top with opaque
white agate shield-shaped insert, extended 10.5cm
long, closed 8.5cm long, gross weight 10.2 grams.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
432. An 18ct gold Italian bow brooch, 4.2cm wide,
gross weight 8.6 grams. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

434. An Edward VII gold Sovereign dated 1905.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
435. Two George V gold half Sovereigns, both
dated 1914. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
436. An Edward VII gold half Sovereign
dated 1907. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

433. A 9ct gold fringed necklace, 40.5cm long,
19.9 grams. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 434
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441. A yellow metal necklace, stamped 9KT,
approximately 63cm long, gross weight 21.6 grams.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
442. Two 9ct gold necklaces, one 47cm long,
8 grams, the other 46cm long, 4.2 grams, gross weight
12.2 grams (2). £150-250 (+24%BP*)
443. A 9ct gold knot brooch, 3.4cm wide,
11.7 grams. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
Lot 437
437. A 9ct gold bracelet, formed of sixteen links
with textured finish, gross weight 69.1 grams, 22cm
long. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 444
444. A collection of gold, to include; a 9ct gold key
ring, 16.7 grams, a 9ct gold key inscribed JOHN,
6.9 grams, a 9ct gold hole in one pendant, 3.8 grams,
a 9ct gold St. Christopher pendant, 4.7 grams, a 9ct
gold match box charm, gross weight 4.2 grams,
and a yellow metal mounted antique coin, the
mount stamped ‘18K’, gross weight 9.1 grams (6).
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 438
438. A 1981 gold South Africa Krugerrand,
in 9ct gold mount, gross weight 37 grams.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
439. A Victorian gold Sovereign dated 1900, in
later yellow metal mount, gross weight 9.7 grams.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

445. A collection of white and yellow metal
jewellery, to include; a white metal ring stamped
‘PT97’, size M, a yellow metal and paste set eternity
ring, size O, a yellow metal and split pearl stick
pin, 5.6cm long, a yellow metal knot-work brooch,
5.3 cm long and a yellow metal and red coral ball
bracelet, 19cm long, gross weight 10.4 grams (5).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
446. A collection of twenty two cased 1874-1965
Sir Winston Churchill Commemorative Crowns,
together with one loose 1874-1965 Sir Winston
Churchill Commemorative Crown, three cased Five
Shillings and a cased Elizabeth II 1970 Gibraltar One
Crown (27). £40-80 (+24%BP*)

440. A pair of 9ct gold oval shaped cufflinks, with
engine turned and engraved initial detail, gross weight
10.7 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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449. A yellow and metal diamond and cultured
pearl set circular brooch, set with twenty-six
various round cut diamonds each estimated to
weigh 0.05ct, with a total estimated weight of
1.17ct, 2.5cm diameter, gross weight 5.8 grams.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 447
447. A 9ct gold Albert chain of graduated form
suspending a 9ct gold medal, facet cut glass fob and
yellow metal hunter cased ‘THE ANGUS’ pocket
watch, the Albert chain gross weight 36.4 grams, the
pocket watch 5cm diameter. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 450
450. An early 20th century yellow and white metal
five stone diamond ring, circa 1900, centred with an
old cushion cut diamond calculated to weigh 0.47ct,
and four old cushion cut diamonds ranging from
0.03ct to 0.06ct, ring size K. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 451

Lot 448
448. A mid 20th century yellow and white metal
single stone diamond ring with diamond set
shoulders, centred with a round brilliant cut diamond
calculated to weigh 0.88ct, the shoulders set with six
eight cut diamonds, estimated to weigh 0.01ct each,
ring size K. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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451. An early 20th century yellow and white metal
diamond set arrow brooch, circa 1900, set with
twenty four rose cut diamonds ranging from 0.01ct to
0.06ct, 5.9cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 452

Lot 453

452. A yellow metal and opal
bracelet, the chain set with seven
opal cabochons and suspending an
opal drop, 18cm long, gross weight
8.9 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
453. A yellow metal, coral and
diamond chip ring, stamped 750,
ring size Q, 9 grams, together
with a pair of yellow metal hoop
form ear clips, stamped 750, 5.1
grams, gross weight 14.1 grams (3).
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
454. An early 20th century
single strand of graduated
cultured pearls, grading from
6mm to 3mm, with a marcasite bow
clasp, inside a period box, 42cm
long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
455. An Art Deco style white
metal, aquamarine and diamond
pendant on an 18ct white gold
foxtail chain, centred with an
emerald cut aquamarine estimated to
weigh 4.01ct, twenty round brilliant
cut diamonds ranging from 0.06ct
to 0.23ct, the average individual
weight estimated at approximately
0.17ct with an estimated total
weight of approximately 3.40ct,
and three baguette cut diamonds
each estimated to weigh 0.30ct,
overall size of pendant 4cm long x
2.3cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 455
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Lot 456
456. A 20th century five strand cultured pearl necklet with an 18ct yellow and white gold diamond set
centrepiece, five row choker length of uniform pearls with white body colour and rose overtone, the centrepiece
of quatrefoil shape centred with a round brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh 0.10ct and seventy round
brilliant cut diamonds each estimated to weigh 0.01ct, 34 grams. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 457
457. A late 19th/ early 20th century triple strand cultured pearl necklet with white and yellow metal
diamond set centrepiece, triple choker length rows of fifty two, forty six and forty two uniform pearls of
medium cream colour with a rose overtone, the centrepiece set with one old cut diamond estimated to weigh
0.89ct, and ninety eight old cushion cut diamonds ranging from 0.03ct to 0.35ct, with an estimated total weight of
10.78ct, 118 grams. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
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460. A 9ct gold Eterna ladies wristwatch, the
circular champagne coloured dial with baton
numerals, gross weight 21.9 grams, case width
(excluding crown) 16mm, overall bracelet length
17cm long (including clasp). £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 458
458. A 9ct gold Longines wristwatch, rounded
rectangular dial with black coloured baton
numerals, with 9ct gold bracelet strap, gross
weight 59.4 grams, case width (excluding
crown) 30mm, overall bracelet length 21cm long
(including clasp). £600-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 461
461. An 18ct gold Baume & Mercier
wristwatch, the circular white dial with black
Roman numerals, No.4608696, MV045088, with
black leather strap, case width (excluding crown)
32mm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 459
459. A 9ct gold Rotary ladies wristwatch, the
champagne coloured dial with baton numerals,
gross weight 24.7 grams, case width (excluding
crown) 17mm, overall bracelet length 17.2cm long
(including clasp). £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 462
462. A 9ct gold Jaeger-Le Coultre ladies
wristwatch, the circular champagne coloured dial
with Arabic and baton numerals, with tapered bracelet
strap, gross weight 39.2 grams. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 463

Lot 465

463. An 18ct gold ladies Jaeger-Le Coultre
Reverso wristwatch, the rectangular silvered dial
with black coloured Arabic numerals, the reverse with
engraved detail, the back plate numbered ‘260.1.86’,
with brown leather strap, case width (excluding
crown) 20mm. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

465. A vintage Rolex Oysterdate Precision
wristwatch, the silver dial with baton numerals,
with later leather strap, case width (excluding crown)
33mm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 464
464. An 18ct gold ladies Rolex Precision bracelet
watch, the square shaped silvered dial with
baton numerals, the reverse of the case numbered
‘977920’, with belt form strap, gross weight
66 grams, with original green Rolex case, case width
(excluding crown) 17mm, overall bracelet length
21.2cm. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 466
466. An 18ct gold ladies Rolex Oyster Perpetual
Datejust wristwatch, the dial with baton numerals,
with President bracelet, in original box numbered
‘79178’, with original red coloured case, with Rolex
Datejust booklet and Rolex Official Chronometer
Certification booklet, with two spare bracelet links,
case width (excluding crown) 25mm, gross weight
73.3 grams. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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MONART
469. Two small Monart bowls, shape Y, mottled
black and red with gold coloured inclusions, 10cm
diameter. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 467
467. A Monart vase, shape MF, mottled black and
green with gold coloured inclusions, 20.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 468
468. A Monart vase, shape MF, mottled blue
with gold coloured inclusions, 20.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 470
470. A rare Monart vase, shape C, with Paisley
Shawl decoration of all over whorls on a dark blue
ground, 16.5cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 471
471. An early Monart vase, shape A, mottled green
and orange with air bubble inclusions, 19cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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473. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled red with
gold coloured inclusions, bearing original paper label
OE, VII, 20cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
474. A Monart vase, shape SA, mottled dark
and light blue with gold coloured inclusions,
bearing original paper label SA, VII, 17.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 472
472. A rare Monart bowl and cover, shape PB,
with Cloisonne decoration of blue and opaque
white on a clear to yellow tinted ground, bearing
original paper label lacking hand written codes,
16.5cm diameter x 15cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 475
475. A Monart bowl, shape TF, mottled clear
and rose tinted glass with air bubble inclusions,
bearing original paper label IV, TF, 231, and
circular paper label for ‘HUGH B.McMINN,
CHEMIST, WISHAW’, 29m diameter x 10cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

GLASS
476. A handblown glass sleeve
vase by Elizabeth Graydon
Stannus (British 1878-1961),
Gray-stan Glass, circa 1930, a
layered swirling design in tones
of pink, green and blue with milk
white overlay, engraved signature
‘Gray Stan’ and pontil to the
base, 22cm high x 19.5cm in
diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
477. A Dutch Art Deco frosted
glass figure of Madonna and child
by Stef Uiterwaal for Leerdam,
circa 1930, mould mark ‘SUGL’,
36.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 476
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Lot 482
482. A pair of Sabino opalescent glass models
of cockerels, moulded marks ‘SABINO FRANCE’
and both retaining original paper labels, 9cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 478
478. A pair of late 19th century Bohemian clear
and opaque white overlaid glass bottle vases
and stoppers, decorated with hand painted oval
panels depicting half length portrait panels of ladies
and colourful panels of flowers and foliage, on a
richly gilded foliate scroll ground, 24.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
479. A Daum frosted glass scent bottle and
stopper, the flower form pate de verre stopper tinted
blue, purple and yellow, on a pink tinted pentagonal
shaped base, signed ‘Daum France’, 14cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 483
483. Chataignier, a rare Lalique clear and
opalescent glass bowl, moulded with stylised
leaves, etched mark ‘R.LALIQUE, FRANCE’,
35.5cm diameter x 8.5cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

480. A Victorian glass vase, of squat round
form with flared rim, the body with a scene of a
Classical procession of sheep, horses, warriors and
musicians, with a white beading base rim, 10.5cm in
diameter. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
481. An early 20th century engraved glass bowl,
attributed to Rowland Ward, the outer body of
the bowl wheel engraved with a safari scene with
a rhinoceros, a lion and a giraffe; together with a
matching decanter with a safari scene of a rhinoceros,
both unsigned, the bowl 22cm in diameter, the
decanter 29cm high (2). £50-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 484
484. Marguerites, a Lalique clear and frosted
glass bowl, etched mark ‘LALIQUE FRANCE’,
33cm diameter. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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BRITISH & EUROPEAN CERAMICS
485. A group of 18th century Derby matching
gilt tea bowl and saucers, circa 1790, the exteriors
spirally fluted with a chevron gilt border to the
body and gilt top and base rims, a gilt vinous spray
to the centre of the bowls, comprising nine tea
bowls, five saucers, one coffee can with saucer,
a small plate and a sugar bowl, eighteen pieces
in total, the bases with crown, cross batons and
D mark in puce, numbered 107, the largest 16cm
in diameter. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 486
486. A 19th century Copeland & Garrett blue
and white transfer printed footbath, of oval form
with two handles, the body with two scenes of figures
amongst ruins, similar to the later Spode Italian
pattern, the base with crowned stamp, with a later tin
twin handled liner, 20cm high x 47cm long x 31cm
deep. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
487. A 19th century English porcelain part fruit
set in a Japan pattern, number 9771, comprising
twelve octagonal shaped plates, 20cm diameter,
two circular shaped single handled shallow dishes,
22.5cm wide, two oval shaped twin handled dishes,
25.5cm wide, and an oval comport, 13cm high (17).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 488
488. A Wedgwood pottery vase designed by Keith
Murray, of tapered cylindrical form with horizontal
line decoration and cream coloured glaze, printed and
impressed marks, 28cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
489. A pair of 19th century English porcelain
Coalbrookdale type two handled vases,
encrusted with flowers and foliage, 24cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 487
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492. An early 20th century Carlton Ware Bleu
Royale bullet shaped vase, decorated with a
Chinoiserie landscape on a powder blue ground,
printed marks and painted numbers 2364/8,
15.5cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
493. A pair of 18th century Bow porcelain ‘frill’
vases, circa 1770, of baluster form typically modelled
and decorated with applied flowers, female masks
and insects in polychrome and pierced tops, one with
a red painted anchor and dagger mark, each 20cm
high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 490
490. A Derby style blue ground porcelain bowl and
cover, decorated with circular shaped panels enclosing
colourful flowers and foliage on a richly gilded
ground, the cover with bud form finial, the bowl with
three scroll supports on a concave platform base,
pseudo Derby marks, 29cm high x 21cm diameter.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 494
494. A fine Royal Crown Derby twin handled
pedestal vase by Desire Leroy, the ground in gros
bleu, the rim with gilt and turquoise jewelling, the
front panel with a raised gilt cartouche containing
enamelled flowers, signed ‘Leroy’ in pink, flanked
by two scrolling handles, the lower section with
green body, raised on a round plinth, ground in
green, finely gilded and jewelled in turquoise,
red printed marks to the base, date code for 1912,
13.5cm high. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 491
491. A pair of Royal Worcester vases decorated
by Harry Stinton, dated 1926, hand painted with
Highland Cattle in a mountain landscape, signed
‘H.STINTON’, puce printed marks and number 302,
16.5cm high (one damaged). £300-500 (+24%BP*)

495. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
Scottish glazed stoneware table flagons, each
stamped ‘ “Sma Glen”, Proprietor, Alexander
McFarlane, Crieff, N.B.’, of cylindrical form
with a top carry handle, a wooden tap and three
ceramic feet to one side to be laid flat, each 40cm
long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 496

Lot 498
496. Two 18th century Worcester blue and
white porcelain square plates, the larger
decorated with scattered foliate sprays, blue
painted mark, 27.5cm diameter, Ex Baines
Collection No.51, the smaller decorated with
scattered foliate sprays and two moths, crescent
mark, 24.5cm diameter, Ex Baines Collection
No.50 (2). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
497. Two pieces of 18th century Worcester
blue and white porcelain, comprising a gravy
boat decorated with a figure on bridge in river
landscape, Ex Baines Collection No. 6, 20cm
long, and a shaped circular plate with moulded
woven border and scattered foliate spray
decoration, crescent mark, 21.5cm diameter (2).
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 497
498. Two pieces of 18th century Worcester blue and
white porcelain, comprising a bowl and cover decorated
with river landscape and boats, the cover with open bud
finial, crescent mark, 11.5cm high, Ex Baines Collection
No.17, and a footed bowl decorated with river landscape,
figure and sampan, 10.9cm diameter x 5cm high,
Ex Baines Collection No.114 (2). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
499. Three 18th century Worcester blue and white
sugar bowls, one decorated with foliate sprays and
two moths, crescent mark, Ex Baines Collection No.8,
12.5cm diameter x 6cm high, one decorated with river
and landscape views, crescent mark, Ex Baines Collection
No.46, 12cm diameter x 6cm high, one decorated
with delicate foliate sprays, crescent mark, Ex Baines
Collection No.64, 12cm diameter x 6.5cm high, together
with reference book Henry Sandon, Worcester Porcelain
1751-1793 (4). £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 499
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Lot 500
500. An early 20th century Meissen porcelain
tureen, cover and stand, of oval form, the cover
lattice pierced with floral cartouches and a strawberry
finial, the body with gilt lattice design also with floral
cartouches, the stand of similar decoration with a
pierced lattice rim, together with a matching scalloped
spoon with pierced swifter bowl, the base with
underglazed blue crossed swords mark, 16.5cm high
in total, the stand 27cm wide. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
Lot 502
502. A large early 20th century Dresden lidded
potpourri urn, of baluster form with handles in
the form of classical maidens on a plinth base and
a stand with four scrolling bracket feet, the domed
cover with pierced top outlined in gilt and large
finial of three applied roses, the body with a large
painted Classical scene of two maidens and a putti
by a riverbank surrounded by floral sprays, the
body, base and stand also covered throughout with
applied polychrome flowers, the base and stand with
underglazed blue marks of two interlocking scrolling
initials (JP?) and ‘Dresden’, 55cm high including
stand. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
Lot 501
501. A late 19th / early 20th century ormolu
mounted Sevres style porcelain two handled
table centrepiece, decorated with a hand painted
panels of boy, girl and two dogs, and a landscape
panel on a richly gilded cobalt blue ground, with
Rococo style shell, scroll and foliate cast mounts,
58cm wide x 42cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

503. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
Continental bisque porcelain figures of children,
the boy in a sailors outfit holding a toy yacht with a
cap, the girl with a pinafore dress with ruffed blouse
below and bonnet, both on naturalistically moulded
trunk bases, heightened in gilt and their faces
heightened with polychrome, the bases unmarked,
each 45cm high. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
504. A pair of early 20th century Royal Dux
figures, the first modelled as a boy in a hat holding
a milk jug and a cheese bowl, the second as a young
milkmaid in a bonnet again holding a milk jug, each
decorated in polychrome enamels and raised on
naturalistic tree stump bases, applied pink triangles
to bases, impressed ‘983’ and ‘984’ respectively, each
26cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 509
505. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
Continental porcelain figural candlesticks,
modelled as a shepherd boy with a goat and
country girl with a basket seated on naturalistic
bases leaning on a tree trunk which forms
the stick, the top drip pans with moulded
leaf detail, with polychrome enamels with
floral details to their clothes, the bases with
an underglazed blue mark of a sun burst with
a diagonal line, also stamped ‘14, 6557, 16’,
each 20cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
506. A pair of late 19th century bisque
porcelain figural vases, modelled as a man in
a hat and coat with his travel bags titled ‘I am
starting for a long journey’, the other a woman in a
coat with a hat hot and a small dog titled ‘I am off
with him’, each leaning again a hollow tree stump
on round plinth bases, decorated in polychrome
enamels, each 14cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 510
507. A pair of early 20th century Continental
bisque porcelain figures of children, the boy in a
soldier outfit with a cap with a sword and a gun, the
girl in a dress and bonnet holding a toy soldier, both on
naturalistically moulded trunk bases on round plinths,
with polychrome enamels, the bases unmarked, each
41cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
508. An early 20th century Royal Dux figure,
modelled as a young maiden in a head wrap holding
a tambourine, each decorated in polychrome enamels
and raised on naturalistic tree stump base, with applied
pink triangle to base and impressed ‘2075’, 32cm
high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
509. A late 19th century Berlin KPM porcelain vase
and cover, the vase of baluster form on a square plinth
base on four gilt bun feet, painted with two oval scenes
of naturalistic violets and roses, flanked by moulded
laurel swags, inside scrolling arabesque borders, the
cover of round form with a fluted finial, the base with
underglazed blue sceptre and red printed orb and KPM
mark, 25cm high. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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510. A late 19th century Berlin porcelain
rectangular plaque, decorated with ‘Ruth in the
Cornfield’, the back stamped ‘MR’ in a circle
and also ‘107’, inside a later yellow velvet slip
with cream and gilt moulded frame, 23.5cm
high x 19cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
511. An early 20th century Vienna porcelain
pierced cabinet plate, the central Classical scene
of the heroes Ullyses and Achilles in armour with
Tevis, surrounded by a gilt painted floral border
with a pierced rim with repeating scrolling floral
design, with painted puce title, underglaze blue
factory mark and stamped ‘13’ to base, 20cm in
diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
512. An early 20th century Meissen cabinet
plate, the central painted scene of a crested
duck, with a pierced rim with four painted
scrolling floral panels, underglaze blue factory
mark to base, also stamped ‘63’, ‘73’ & ‘109’,
26cm diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

513. A pair of early 20th century Dresden
porcelain figural candelabra, modelled as a peasant
couple on naturalistic bases, the man with a hat
carrying a cooking pot on his shoulder and holding
a ladle, the maiden in a dress and bonnet, the stem
and three branches in the form of flowering rose
vines with foliate drip pans, decorated in many pink
and pastel tones, under glazed blue single crossed
sword marks to the bases, 52cm high x 29cm
wide. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
514. An early 20th century Austrian terracotta
figure of a couple, in the manner of Goldscheider,
modelled as a well dressed couple promenading,
painted in polychrome on a naturalistic base, the
base stamped ‘BB’, ‘M’ and numbered ‘4760’,
33cm high x 19cm wide. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
515. An early 20th century Royal Dux
figure group, modelled as a mother and child
as grape harvesters, each holding a basket of
grapes, each decorated in polychrome enamels
and raised on naturalistic base, with applied
pink triangle to base and impressed ‘2116’,
47.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

CHINESE PORCELAIN & WORKS OF ART
516. A gilt metal mounted Chinese
porcelain celadon ground bottle
vase converted to a table lamp and
shade, late 19th/ early 20th century,
with white enamel decoration of
bird, flowers and foliage, raised on
three inverted scroll-cast feet, overall
58cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
517. A Chinese porcelain famille
rose Canton punch bowl, Qing
Dynasty, the interior decorated with
circular panel enclosing warriors
within a border of flowers and
butterflies, the exterior decorated
with a continuous frieze of
warriors and court figures, 41.5cm
diameter x 17cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents
of Rossie Priory, Inchture,
Perthshire. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 517
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520. A Chinese porcelain celadon ground vase,
Qing Dynasty, with blue painted decoration of prunus
blossom, the neck with pierced handles, 47.5cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 518

Lot 521

518. A Chinese porcelain crackle-glazed vase, Qing
Dynasty, the rim with later pewter metal mount, the
neck with shi-shi mask terminals above a border of
Greek key and ruyi motifs, 46cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

521. A Chinese porcelain blue and white
jardiniere, Qing Dynasty, decorated with rectangular
shaped panels of figures in a fenced garden divided by
panels of birds and chrysanthemum on a lotus scroll
ground within formal borders of ruyi and stylised
foliage, 31cm diameter x 26cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 522
Lot 519
519. A Chinese porcelain crackle-glazed vase, Qing
Dynasty, the neck with shi-shi mask terminals above
a border of Greek key and ruyi motifs, 33cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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522. A Chinese porcelain blue and white
jardiniere, Qing Dynasty, decorated with continuous
scene of pavilions, figures, bridges and mountains in
a river landscape, within Greek key, ruyi and formal
stylised foliate borders, 31cm diameter x 25cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie Priory,
Inchture, Perthshire. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 524
524. A Chinese porcelain blue and white jar, Qing
Dynasty, decorated with panels of figures in fenced
gardens, double circle mark to base, on a carved and
pierced wood stand, overall 30.5cm high, the jar
25.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 523
523. A pair of Chinese porcelain blue and white
bottle vases converted to table lamps, Qing
Dynasty, decorated with flowers and scrolls, the
necks with entwined chilong, the necks reduced
and with later lamp fittings, height to the top of
the visible porcelain 42cm high, overall height
including the lamp fittings approximately 62cm.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

525. Six pieces of a late 18th / 19th century Chinese
Export famille rose porcelain dinner service, all
of octagonal form, enamelled in polychrome with
a scene of flowers in a rocky landscape, inside an
iron-red and gilt rim with blue enamel outer rim with
gilt repeating fleur-de-lys, comprising a rabbit head
handled tureen and cover, a large meat plate and four
dinner plates, the tureen and cover 36cm long x 23cm
wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 525
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Lot 528
528. A pair of Chinese blue and white porcelain
Gu vases, Transitional Period, with an ovoid middle
section and square flared rim and foot, decorated
with panels of women and boys in garden to the top
sections and the lower sections with floral panels,
each 20.5cm high. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
Lot 526
526. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose ovalshaped bowls, Qing Dynasty, decorated with flowers,
fruit and butterflies within gilt ground panelled border,
28.5cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

529. Two 19th century Chinese Export blue
& white porcelain meat plates, of oval form
with scenes of lakes and pavilions inside three
geometric borders, each 36.5cm long x 31cm wide.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
530. A Chinese sang-de-boeuf porcelain miniature
vase, 20th century, of ovoid form with short flaring
neck; together with an unusual late 19th / early 20th
century Arts & Crafts carved gourd vase, the body
with a scene of a Dutch man smoking a pipe, the neck
in embossed metal with a wide scrolling border, the
larger 9cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
531. A 20th century Chinese sang de boeuf
flambe glazed porcelain vase, of baluster form with
flared rim raised on a circular foot, the base with
a single drill hole and printed marks, 41cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 527
527. A Chinese porcelain turquoise ground
footed bowl, bearing Qianlong seal mark but
later, decorated with butterflies, flowers and foliage,
18cm diameter x 8cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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532. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
Chinese crackle glazed porcelain dragon vases,
the vases of baluster form with two small applied
handles to the neck and the bodies with two
brown glazed dragons chasing pearls, the bases
with square four character marks, each 26cm
high. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
533. A large late 19th / early 20th century Chinese
blue and white crackle glazed porcelain dragon
vase, the vase of baluster form with two small applied
handles to the neck and the body with a scene of
birds and flowers inside two brown glazed wide
borders, the base with a square four character mark,
44cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 539

Lot 534
534. A pair of late 19th / early 20th century
Chinese blue and white celadon ground
porcelain vases, of baluster form decorated
with a single scene of figures in a garden, each
43cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

539. Ten pieces of a Chinese Export famille rose
porcelain dinner service, late 18th / early 19th
century, all of octagonal form enamelled in polychrome
with a figure polling a badge on a lake with a garden
pavilion surrounded by a fence, with an underglazed
blue foliate border within an iron-red and gilt rim,
comprising three graduated sizes of meat plates, two
soup plates and a dinner plate, the largest meat plate
37cm long x 29.5cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

535. A pair of Chinese blue and white dishes in the
Ming Dynasty style, with central scene of a phoenix
in a rocky landscape with a wide border of floral
panels, each 37cm in diameter. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
536. A large late 18th / early 19th century Chinese
Export blue & white porcelain tureen and cover,
of oval form with twin handles, decorated with large
scenes of lakes and pavilions inside a geometric
border, the cover with a pine cone finial, 33cm
long x 24cm wide. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
537. A 20th century Chinese celadon porcelain
vase table lamp, of baluster form with carved
scrolling dragon decoration to the body, mounted on
a round plinth wooden stand with brass top mount,
36cm high. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
538. A late 18th / early 19th century large Chinese
Export porcelain Imari pattern meat plate, of
octagonal form enamelled in iron-red, underglazed
blue and gilt of a scene of flowers in a rocky
landscape with bamboo inside a wide scrolling border,
44cm long x 36cm wide. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 540
540. Two pairs of late 19th / early 20th century
Chinese famille rose porcelain baskets and
plates, all of round form with a pierced green and
gilt painted foliate borders centred by scenes of
court figures in palace landscapes, the baskets each
8cm high x 24.5cm wide, the plates 26.5cm in
diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 541
541. A late 18th / early 19th century Chinese
famille rose porcelain teapot and cover, the round
body with thin straight spout, the body decorated
a repeated scene of two lovers in a garden, the
cover decorated with flowers with gilt finial,
14.5cm high x 21cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 543
543. Two pairs of 19th century Chinese famille
rose porcelain plates, the larger pair in polychrome
enamels with a central scene of peacocks in a rocky
landscape with flowers inside a wide floral border
with iron-red and gilt rims, the smaller pair in
polychrome enamels and gilt with central scenes of
scholars surrounded by a rich floral and gilt border
with four scenes of flowers, birds and butterflies, the
larger pair 23.5cm in diameter. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 542
542. A late 18th / early 19th century Chinese
famille rose porcelain punch bowl, the body with
scenes of couples with children and birds within
underglazed blue and iron red quatrefoil borders,
the inside of the bowl with underglazed blue
hexagonal top border and spray of flowers to the
base of the bowl (restorations), 11cm high x 26cm
in diameter. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 544
544. A very large 20th century Chinese blue and
white porcelain fish bowl / jardiniere, the top rim
with border of prunus blossom, the body with a large
scene of a village with a river and figures, on a small
wooden four legged stand, 45cm high x 51cm in
diameter excluding stand. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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546. A small Chinese dark wood stand, Qing
Dynasty, the shaped hexagonal top with a mottled red
and white marble inset above a pierced frieze carved
with dragons and scrolls, raised on three shaped
supports with mask carved detail and claw and ball
feet, united by a pierced and foliate carved under tier,
26cm diameter x 35cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
547. A small Chinese dark wood stand, Qing
Dynasty, the square top with a mottled red and
white marble insert above a pierced and foliate
craved frieze, raised on four shaped supports with
mask carved detail tapering to claw and ball feet,
20.5cm square x 20.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
548. Six Chinese
watercolours
on pith paper,
Qing Dynasty,
depicting three
male and three
female Court
figures, framed
oval, 23.5cm x
11.5cm. .
£100-200
(+24%BP*)

Lot 548

Lot 549
Lot 545
545. A pair of Chinese painted silk scrolls, 20th
century, decorated with figures and pavilions in
mountain landscapes, signed, in the manner of Song
Dynasty Masters, overall 177cm x 67cm, the painted
silk panels 127cm x 58cm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

549. Twelve Chinese watercolours on pith
paper, Qing Dynasty, depicting scenes from
domestic life, framed rectangular, 17.5cm x 26.5cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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550. A pair of Chinese watercolours on silk, late
Qing Dynasty, one depicting figures playing the
game of go, the other with Court figures on a terrace,
34cm x 24cm. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
551. A pair of Chinese bronze Gu vases, with long
necks with twin handles and ovoid bodies on round
plinth bases, the necks with relief cast floral branches
with phoenix twin handles, the bodies with two scenes
of a phoenix, each 42.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
552. A pair of Chinese gilt metal vases, with long
flared necks with applied dragons spiralling down to
ovoid bodies on round base rims, the bodies with a
large dragon with relief mask in a scene of clouds, the
bases cast with two dragons and six character marks,
each 39.5cm high. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 553
553. A group of ninety 19th century Chinese
Export mother-of-pearl gaming counters, of disc,
marquise and fish form, engraved decoration to one
side, the largest 6cm long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
554. A 20th century Chinese bronze jardiniere,
the jardiniere of lobed round form relief with bird
figures running around the body, the base stamped
with character marks, 28cm high x 37cm in diameter.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
555. A 20th century Chinese bronze jardiniere on
stand, the jardiniere of lobed round form relief with
bird figures running around the body, the column
support with a relief figure of a dragon on a circular
base with gadrooned moulding, 76cm high x 34cm in
diameter. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
556. A Chinese white metal and kingfisher
feather hair ornament, decorated with butterflies
and flowers, stamped mark to stem, approximately
21cm long. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
Lot 550
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Lot 558

Lot 557
557. A Chinese carved stone figure of a recumbent
water buffalo, the mottled red stone with horizontal
banding, the buffalo with red inlaid cabochon eyes,
on fitted carved dark wood stand, buffalo 13.5cm
long x 5.5cm high, overall height on stand 8cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
558. A Chinese pale celadon jade incense burner
in the form of a Shishi dog, with detachable cover,
13cm wide x 7.5cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 559
559. A Chinese pale celadon
jade Lotus cup, shaped as a
flowerhead and carved in relief
with flowers, leaves, and buds,
the stalks forming the handle,
with incised line and russet
detail, 14.5cm wide x 5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
560. A 19th century Chinese
green jade carving of a
recumbent Bactrian camel,
Qing Dynasty, mounted on a
carved oval wooden stand, the
camel 10.5cm high x 14cm
wide. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 560
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561. A large bronze figure of the
Buddha, in the Thai style, seated in lotus
pose, with a gilt and Verdigris patination,
108cm high x 72cm wide x 34cm deep.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
562. A Chinese bronze figure of a
buddha, seated on a double lotus base
cross-legged, meditating, wearing
monk’s robes, the face with downcast
eyes and elongated earlobes beneath
an ushnisha covered with tight curls,
20cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
563. A Chinese bronze bell, of typical
form with raised line panels to the body, the
top with an applied dragon figure form loop,
27cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
564. A pair of late 19th century Chinese
cloisonne dishes, Qing Dynasty, each of
round form with lilac inner rims, the blue
ground bowls decorated with grasshoppers,
insects and flowers, the outer rims with
repeating geometric pattern with turquoise,
aubergine enamel bases, each 13cm in
diameter. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 561

Lot 563
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JAPANESE CERAMICS
& WORKS OF ART
565. A large Japanese Satsuma pottery vase,
Meiji Period, of tapered square form decorated with
colourful panels of birds, flowers and foliage on blue,
orange, red and yellow grounds, within richly gilded
and enamelled borders, six character painted mark and
impressed mark, 45cm high. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
566. A late 19th century Japanese Imari bowl,
of round lobed form with a wide border of floral
and geometric panels around a central scene of
chrysanthemum flowers, one side with an old
stapled repair, the base with blue double ring mark,
25cm in diameter.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
567. A Japanese Late Meiji / Taisho period
Satsuma vase, of ovoid form with short flaring
neck, the body decorated with a blue ground with
gilt branches around two scenes, one of figures in a
garden, the other of two birds in a floral landscape,
the base with two character signature, together with a
Japanese Satsuma bowl, of a similar period, the body
decorated with a scene of butterflies and insects in a
floral landscape within a pair of gilt floral borders, the
base with red two character mark, the vase 12.5cm
high, the bowl 10cm high x 14cm in diameter (2).
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 565

568. A 20th century Japanese Satsuma three piece
tea set, including teapot, cream jug and sugar bowl,
of ovoid form with covers, the spouts, handles and
finials in the form of dragons the bodies with scenes
of figures, two character signature to bases, the teapot
18cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
569. Two Japanese porcelain plates and a koro, the
larger plate of round lobed form with Imari decoration
in blue, red and gilt, the smaller plate of octagonal form
decorated with green and blue enamels with a scene
of flowers and birds, the Satsuma koro and cover with
shi shi dog handles and finials with the body decorated
with figures, the larger plate 21cm diameter (3).
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 567

570. A late 19th century Japanese Imari
bowl, decorated with scenes of flowers in red
and blue surrounded by blue cloud borders
and a panelled foliate lower border, 25cm in
diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
571. Two Japanese Late Meiji / Taisho period
Satsuma bowls, the larger of round form, the smaller
of octagonal form, both decorated with scenes of
phoenix to the bowl and repeating geometric and
floral decoration in blue, red and gold, the bases
both with a blue Shimazu family crest mark and
a signature, the taller 8cm high, each 14.5cm in
diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 571
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Lot 572
572. A Japanese late Meiji / Taisho period
miniature Satsuma Koro and cover, of round
form on three feet, the body decorated with a
scene of a banner procession with palanquins, the
base a central black and gilt character mark and a
signature, 6.5cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
573. A Japanese Satsuma pottery column
/ pedestal, Meiji Period, decorated with
Samurai warriors within richly gilded borders,
28cm diameter x 101.5cm high.
Provenance: The selected contents of Rossie
Priory, Inchture, Perthshire. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
574. A large Japanese Late Meiji / Taisho
period Satsuma vase, of baluster form, the neck
and foot with geometric borders framing a large
scene of Deities and scholarly figures to the body,
the plinth with gilt character inscription around
the rim, the base with two character stamp, 45cm
high. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 578
575. A Japanese Late Meiji / Taisho period Satsuma
koro and cover, of ovoid form with twin handles on
three short legs, the domed cover and body glazed in
blue, green, yellow and aubergine with a scene of a
phoenix, the handles and finial formed of mythological
beasts, the legs with demon masks, 39cm high x 30cm
wide. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
576. An early 20th century gilt metal mounted
Japanese Satsuma vase, of baluster form with figural
scene panels to the body, with pierced gilt metal
mount to the top rim further mounted on a gilt metal
stand with four masked feet, 39.5cm high x 18cm
wide. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
577. No Lot
578. A pair of large Japanese Satsuma pottery vases,
Meiji Period, decorated with panels of figures playing
the game of go and panels of children with elephant
and shishi, divided by smaller panels of peony and
chrysanthemum on a richly gilded ground, within diaper
panelled borders, 45.5cm high. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 579
579. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, possibly
Edo period, depicting a seated man in a cape of leaves
with two toads, two character signature to base,
4.5cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 580
580. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, possibly
Edo period, depicting Ashoki covering an Oni with a
basket, unsigned, 5cm long. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 581
581. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, possibly
Edo period, depicting two laughing sages, unsigned,
4cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 582
582. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, possibly Edo
period, depicting two rats on a pumpkin, two character
signature to the back, 4cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
583. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting a tree with climbing
macaques, two character signature to base,
6cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
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584. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting a macaque on top of a
recumbent buffalo, two character signature to base,
4cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
585. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke,
probably Meiji Period, depicting two carp in
swirling water, two character signature to base,
4.5cm long. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

596. A Japanese late Meiji period bronze circular
dish-shaped plaque, decorated in patinated and
gilt bronze with the front with a scene of a male
figure with an abacus with a large carp in a bamboo
border, the reverse with a basket with fish and squid,
24cm long x 20.5cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

586. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, of manju netsuke form, depicting three
intertwined rats, two character signature to base,
5cm in diameter. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
587. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting two rabbits, two character
signature to base, 4cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
588. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke,
probably Meiji Period, depicting a rat holding
its tail, two character signature to base, 3.5cm
high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
589. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting a preening swan, two character
signature to base, 4cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
590. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting a turtle with four of its young
on its back, two character signature to base, 5cm
long. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
591. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting a seated man playing a drum,
unsigned, 3.5cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
592. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke, probably
Meiji Period, depicting a woman seated on a bundle
of branches smoking a pipe and carrying a sake bottle,
unsigned, 4.5cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
593. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke / okimono,
probably Meiji Period, depicting a quail seated on
millet, unsigned, 4cm long. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
594. A Japanese carved ivory netsuke / okimono,
probably Meiji Period, depicting a rabbit on a bowl,
unsigned, 3.5cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
595. A pair of large Japanese Meiji period bronze
sectional vases and stands, the wide flared necks
with relief scene of a rocky landscape with applied
silver grasses and butterflies, the ovoid bodies with
twin dragon handles, each with a gilt and silver scene
of a priest in a river landscape and a scene of a rat of
with a radish, this mounted on a short three legged
stand mounted on a further larger sectional stand of
similar form with scenes of snakes and insects in
silver and gilt to the upper section and a relief scene of
bamboo to the lower section, unsigned, each 26.5cm
high. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 597
597. A large Japanese Meiji Period patinated
bronze figure / okimono, attributed to Genryusai
Seiya, modelled as an elderly man holding a pipe and
a tobacco pouch (tabakoire) with a large woven basket
to his side overflowing with mushrooms, a conical
straw hat slung over his back and wearing a long fur
vest above his tunic, signed in seal form to the base,
51cm high x 26cm wide. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 598
598. A large Japanese
Meiji Period patinated
bronze figure / okimono,
naturalistically modelled
as an elephant in
motion with its head
raised, three character
signature to base,
33cm high x 41cm wide.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

599. A Japanese Meiji period bronze vase,
later mounted as a table lamp, with wide flared
neck, the body inlaid with design of scrolling
foliate vines in silvered, gilt and copper with
applied enamel butterflies and roundels to the
neck, mounted on a carved round wooden stand
and with top electrical mounts, 36cm high.
Top of Form. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

600. Four Japanese
woodblock prints
attributed to Utagawa
Kunisada, Meiji
Period, depicting
Bijin and Samurai,
each approximately
37.5cm x 26cm (4).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 600
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